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0. INTRODUCTION 
0.1. The HGrmander Condition on Vector Fields 
Let 52 be a C” connected manifold and let H= {X,, . . . . X,} be C” 
vector fields. We shall say that the fields H satisfy the Hormander condi- 
tion if, together with their successive brackets [XX,, [A’%*, [..., A’,]...]], 
they span at every point of Q the tangent space of 0 (cf. [24]). 
0.2. The Canonical Distance 
Let Z(t) E Sz, 0 < t Q 1 (I: [0, 1) + Q) be an absolutely continuous “path” 
on 52 such that i(t) = dl(a/&) = xF= I aj Xi (a.e. t E CO, I]). I shall set 
Ill = j’ 
0 
{ i la,ct,r2]“2 dt. 
j=I 
For two points x, y E 12, I shall set 
d(x,y)=d,(x,y)=inf{ (1); 1(0)=x, I(l)=y} (0.1) 
(the inf is taken with respect to all the paths that satisfy the above 
conditions). It is well known that d( -, .) defined as in (0.1) is a distance 
function on 4. This distance induces the canonical topology on IR (cf. 
CL 21). 
0.3 The Dirichlet Form und the Diffusion Operator 
Let ,U be some smooth non-vanishing measure on 52 as in (2.7) and let 
D(f) = i lVf12 dc1; IW2= IV,fl’=~ Iqf-I’; .t-E c,m (52). (0.2) 
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We can complete then Cg (Sz) in the norm D( .)I” + j/. /I2 and obtain 
V 5 L2(O; &). D induces then a Dirichlet form on V and a submarkovian 
symmetric semigroup T, = e - Af on L2 (52; &). Here A is the infinitesimal 
generator of D (cf. [3,4]). If the fields N are divergence free (i.e., 
divX,=O, j=l,...,k) then we have (formally) A=d,=-q- 
xj- ... -x2,. 
The symmetric kernel P[(x, y) of the semigroup T, will be studied in this 
paper. This approach to the heat diffusion kernel P,(x, y) (i.e., via the 
Dirichlet form) is very satisfactory but forces us to limit ourself to sym- 
metric situations. More general operators of the form 
(0.31 
(with uik, b,, 0 < c E P(Q)) can of course be considered and one can (one 
way or another!; cf. [S-7]) construct pr(x, y), the fundamental solution 
(with Dirichlet boundary conditions) of L. 
The reader who is not quite sure of the exact meaning of the above 
definition of p, should bear in mind that, for our purposes, all that counts 
is 
0 < u(t, x) = u,,(t, x) =p,(x(), x) E CE( R + x is); VX,EQ, t>o 
s U(f, x) 44x) 6 1 (r>O) (0.4) 
0.4. The Local Theory 
The behaviour of pJx, y) for t + 0 has been studied by A. Sanchez-Calle 
in [8]. In this paper I shall develop a new method to study pl(x, y) locally 
(i.e., as t -+ 0) and I shall obtain results that reline the results of [8]. 
Furthermore, our method is to a certain extent simpler because it will be 
based on a universal estimate (the Harnack inequality of Section 2) and 
will avoid the geometric complications inherent in the previous work on 
the subject (cf. [S-11]). 
0.5. The Global Theory 
I shall develop in this paper a global theory of pJx, y) (i.e., the 
behaviour as t -P co). This will be done in the context of Lie groups. 
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0.6. The Sobolev Inequality 
Let H= (X,, . . . . X,) and IV’/ be as in Section 0.1 and (0.2). In this paper 
I shall examine “local Sobolev inequalities” of the form 
Ilfll.,~,-l)~cCllvfIIl + llfll11; fe cl? (52) 
as well as “global” ones of the form 
IlfIIn,(“- 1) G c llv-II 1; f E Gw) 
that might or might not be verified for a specific value of n > 1. 
The overall connection between the behaviour of the heat diffusion 
kernel pl(x, y) and the Sobolev inequalities has already been amply 
exhibited in my previous work in the area (cf. [12-151). 
1. A GUIDE TO THIS PAPER 
Sections 2-6 contain the precise statements of the results of this paper. 
Sections 7-9 contain the analysis of the local theory, i.e., no group 
structure is introduced. 
Section 10 gives the local theory, i.e., t + 0 for a group G. 
Section 11 gives the analysis needed for the Sobolev estimates. We obtain 
thus a proof of the local Sobolev estimate, but to obtain the global 
estimates we need to combine Section 11 with results that come later (and 
in particular with the “linking technique” of Section 12). 
Sections 12-14 are in some sense the heart of the matter (at least as far 
as the global theory is concerned). 
Section 12 is a must for the global theory and when combined with 
Section 13 it gives the global theorems for the exponential groups. 
Section 14 is unpleasantly technical but not deep; it is only used, in 
combination with the structure theorems of Appendix I, to give critical 
indices for polynomial groups. In other words, the reader who is not a per- 
fectionist and does not care about obtaining optimal results can omit both 
Section 14 and Appendix I without losing much information. 
In the final Section 15, I put together the pieces, prove the theorems, and 
make some additional comments. 
2. THE LOCAL THEORY: STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
2.1. The Resealed Harnack Inequalities 
In this section a, H and d( ., .) are as in Sections 0.1 and 0.2 and L is as 
in (0.3). I shall fix 0 E 52 some point and shall define 
B,={x~Q;d(x,O)<t} (2.1) 
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the ball of radius t. I shall consider 0 < u E Cm(Bt) and assume that Lu = 0 
on B,. We have then: 
THE HARNACK INEQUALITY. There exists C > 0 independent of u and t 
(as above) such that 
IX,u(O)l< Cmax[l/t, 11 u(O); j = 1, . . . . k, t > 0. (2.2) 
C does depend, of course, on 52, H and 0. The dependence of C on 0 is 
uniform as long as 0 E K E ~‘2 (some compact subset). 
Let now I = (il, . . . . i,) (i, = 1, . . . . k) be a multi-index and let us adopt, 
once and for all, the notation 
x, = x,, xi* . . xiy ; s = (II. 
There exists then again C> 0, depending only on Q, H, I and 0 E Q (with 
some uniformity as before), such that 
IX,u(O)j < Cmax[t-“I, l] u(0); t>o. (2.3) 
Let us now denote 
Q+=R+xQ; Q+~B~=R+xB~;; R, = {x*>O> 
and let 0 < t’(x,, x) E P(B,?) be a solution of 
a ( 1 jg+ L u(x,, x)=0. 0 
We have then: 
PARABOLIC HARNACK INEQUALITY. For every 0 <a < b there exists C 
(independent of u and t) such that 
sup u( to + at, x) < C inf u( to + bt, x); t,>,o,O<f<C-‘=c. 
YE& ,r .r E 6, \,F 
(2.4) 
C depends on Sz, H, 0 E Q, a and b. The dependence of C is uniform as long 
as OEKCQ (some compact subset of 52) and O<a,<a<a,<b,<b<bz 
with a,, a,, b,, b2 fixed. We also have 
sup r & X, u( to + at, x) 
\-t4>, 0 
6 Ct-kp”“2 .f;f v(t,+bt, x); to > 0,o < t < c. (2.5) 
r; C” 
where c = CP ’ is as before (but depends also of course on I and K). 
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2.2. The Canonical Basis and the Volume Estimate 
Let OEQ and H= {X,, . . . . Xk} be as Section 0.1 and let us denote by 
Kjc T,(Q) the subspace spanned by [Xi,, [Xi,, [..., X,] . ..]](O) with a<j, 
j= 0, 1, . . . . We clearly have (0) = K0 c K1 G . . . c K, = T,(Q) and we can 
choose ej (j= 1, . . . . N = dim(Q)), a basis of T,(B), and also choose a fixed 
sequence O=n,,<n,< ... <n,=N so that 
(i) n,=dim Kk, k=O, 1, . . . . s, 
(ii) ej(mod K,- 1) (Jo (n,-, + 1, . . . . n,} =P,) 
is a basis of K, mod K,- ,) and in addition each ei is of the form 
[X,,, [Xa,, [ . . . . X,,] . ..]](O) for some choice of (a,, CI*, .. . . a,) = a(j). 
That basis of To(Q) can then be extended to a basis of T,(Q), for every 
x E Q,,, some small Nhd of 0, by setting 
ej(X) = C*,,, Cx,,, II-., x,,l -II(X); x E Q,, (a, 9 a29 ..*, a,) = a(j). 
I shall call the above basis (ej(x); j= 1, . . . . N} a canonical basis at 0 
induced by the “Hormander fields” X,, ,.., X,. I shall also denote by 
s=6(0)=n,+2(n,-n,)+3(n,-n,)+ .... 
Let us now fix once and for all p a measure on Q given by 
dp =fdx, A . . . A dx,; 0 <fE C”, 
where x, ,..,, x,,, are local coordinates on 0. I shall denote then 
V(t) = ABt); t>o, 
where B, is as in (2.1). 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
It is known that (cf. [ll]) there exists C>O such that 
C-It” < V(t) < CP; o<t<1. (2.9) 
I shall offer in this paper an alternative, direct and easy, proof of this 
fact. 
2.3. Estimates on the Fundamental Solution 
Here we shall already give a first application of Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 
Indeed let u(t, x) =pr(xo, x) be a fundamental solution of L as defined in 
Section 0.3 (i.e., for our purposes, simply satisfying (0.4)). 
From (2.4) and (0.4) it immediately follows that there exists C> 0 
(independent of x,,, 0 c t < 1) such that 
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In other words, we have obtained the Sanchez-Calle (diagonal) estimate 
(cf. [S]). If we combine this with (2.9) we clearly have 
pt(xfJ, 0) <c t-6’2; x,ESZ,O<t<l. 
3. THE HEAT DIFFUSION ON CONNECTED LIE GROUPS 
3.1. Notations 
Let G be a connected real Lie group and let H= (X,, . . . . X,} be left 
invariant vector fields on G (:A& = (Xf),;f,( .) =f( g. )). We shall assume 
that they generate the Lie algebra of G (i.e., that they satisfy the 
Hormander condition as in Section 0.1). I shall denote throughout by dx 
the right Haar measure on G (If(xg) dx= jf(x) dx) and by m the 
modular function defined by 
[f(e) dx = m(g) SfCx) dx; sEG,fEC,“(G) 
so that m(g) dg = d’g is a left invariant Haar measure and jfdg = {fm dg 
(where, once and for all, I adopt the notation f(g) =f(g-‘)). I shall also 
denote as usual 
here $,, 11/*, $, * $,EL’(G;dg). We have of course lj$r * $21j, 6 
Il~Ill, llti2lll; ll1//1*\C/2llm~lIICllllco llti2ll1; 11~1*~21/m~l1/~1/l1 Il cIzllm. 
Observe that here the expression 6 = 6(O) defined in (2.6) is independent 
of the base point 0 E G and depends only on H and the Lie algebra of G. I 
shall denote throughout 6(G; H) = 6(e). Here and in what follows e E G will 
denote as usual the identity of G. 
3.2. The Construction of the Symmetric Kernel 
With the notations of Section 0.3 let 
o(f)=JG IVfl'dx=j Vff)dx; f~CZ(Gh 
G 
where A= -g-x- ... - g. D induces, as explained in Section 0.3, a 
symmetric semigroup T, = eerd on L2(G; dg) whose (symmetric) kernel I 
shall denote by p,(x, y). 
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The semigroup T, commutes with the left action of G, and it follows 
therefore that there exists some 0 < qr E C”(G) such that 
T,f(x) = JGfbY) P,(Y) dY = [f(Y) cpw ‘Y) m(x) dY; 
A(-% Y)= cpWIY) m(x). 
From Section 2.3, we clearly have p,(x, e) = 0(t-6’2) (t-,0) with 
6 = 6(G, H) (uniformly in x E G). It follows in particular that there exists 
C > 0 such that 
PI@, Y) d Ct-S’2m( y); O<t<l,x, LEG. (3.1) 
3.3. The Construction of the Convolution Kernel 
Let G, H, A and T, = ePrd be as in Section 3.2. The modular function 
clearly satisfies 
Am(x) = -1 m(x), R=lH20 
and I can consider the modified semigroup and the modified kernel 
Rlf=e-“‘/4m-‘/2 T,(m’l’f); 
r,(x, Y) = e -ir’4pt(~, y) mp’12(x) m-‘12( y) 
=e -id4 ‘P,(x-ly)m-U2(X--l y); t>O,x, LEG. 
R, is clearly a positivity preserving symmetric semigroup and I, is its kernel 
on L’(G; m(x) dx) = L2(G; d’x). Its generator A (:R, = ebra, f > 0) is given 
by 
j=l 
The corresponding quadratic form 
(&if) = s, Ff I 2mk)&=JIVf12d’g; f E C,m ((3 
is a Dirichlet form (cf. [3, 161). This implies in particular that R, is a 
submarkovian semigroup. 
From (3.1) we obtain the basic diagonal estimate for r,: 
r,(x, x) = r,(e, e) = O(t-6’2); r+O,xeG. (3.2) 
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Another immediate consequence of (2.5) is that 
(set o(t, x) = rI(xO, x), 0 < t < 1, x E G), where C is independent of x0 and t. 
From this it follows in particular that R, is a holomorphic semigroup (cf. 
[6]) on L’(G; m(g) dg). In other words, the “light hearted” statement hat 
I made in the Introduction of [ 133 was totally in error! [similarly (and 
contrary to what was stated in the same reference), em’d, the canonical heat 
diffusion semigroup on a Riemannian manifold M, is holomorphic, 
provided that the geometry of M is bounded at infinity]. 
3.4. A Generalization 
Let G, H, m, 6 and dg (the right Haar measure) be as before. Let 
L, M > 0 be some multiplicative positive functions on G [i.e., L(xy) = 
L(x) L(y)]. Let H, = L*(G; L(g) dg) and o(f) = D&f) = ~~V’M1~2~~~, 
.f‘~ G= (‘3. 
We can then close Cg (G) in the norm I/ . I/ H + D!,$* ( . ) and obtain 
v=v L,M S H, and a Dirichlet form (induced by D) on V. A semigroup 
R,=RFxMze ‘A can thus be defined (cf. [3,4]). The generator is 
Af=AL,Mf=MLp’ -c Tf- Mm I 2 (X, M)(Xjf) 
I I I 
It follows that (with the usual notation f,( .) =f(g . )), R,f,( .) = (R,,f),, 
where t , = L - ‘(g) M(g) t. The symmetric kernel r,( , ) of this semigroup 
therefore satisfies 
r,,(gx,I’)=L-‘(g)m(g)r,(x,g-‘y); x,L’,gEG,t>O,f,=L~‘(g)M(g)f. 
From the Harnack inequality (2.4) we conclude, therefore, as in (3.1), 
that 
r,(x, e) d Ct -‘!*; x~G,O<t<l 
rr(x, y) d CL*‘* - ’ (y)M6’*(y)m(y) t-““; -K,I?EG,L~‘(L’)M(IJ)~~~. 
From this it follows that the uniform estimate jir,( ., .)/I r = O(t -“/‘) 
(t -+ 0) holds if and only if L = M = m. 
Remark. Observe that by resealing A + A, = A- ‘(A - 3.) A (with an 
arbitrary multiplicative function d > 0 and an appropriate 1= i,) we can 
change L, M into LA’, MA2, respectively. 
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4. THE LQCAL THEORYFOR GROUPS: STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
4.1. The Off-Diagonal Estimates 
In this section G, H are as in Section 3.1, rr( -, .) is as in Section 3.3, and 
d( ., .) = dH( ., .) is the distance induced by the fields H as explained in 
Section 0.2. d( ., .) now satisfies d( gx, gy) = d(x, y), (g, x, y E G), in other 
words, it is left invariant. S = b(G, H) is as in Section 3.1. We have then: 
THE UPPER ESTIMATE. 
(4.1) 
where C> 0 only depends on G and H. Apart from the factor 
(1 + t+d2/t)(6’2)+‘, the above estimate is clearly unimprovable when 
o<t<1. 
THE LOWER ESTIMATE. 
rr(x, y) > c t -s’2 exp(-v); x,yEG,O<t<l, (4.2) 
where c > 0 only depends on G and H. 
The above two estimates will be proved in Section 10. 
5. THE GLOBAL THEORY: STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
5.1. The Volume Growth 
Let G be a locally compact group and let e E $2 be a compact symmetric 
generating Nhd of e the identity in G. For n 2 1, I shall set 
y(n) = y&n) = left Haar measure of 0” = 52 . Sz . . .9. 
Let us assume that G is a Lie group; let H = (Xi, . . . . X,} be left invariant 
Hormander fields as in Section 3.1 and furthermore let dH( ., .) = d( -, .) be 
the distance they induce on G (cf. Section 4). I shall set 
y(t) = yH(t) = left Haar measure of B,, 
where B, (t 2 0) is as in (2.1) 
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The functions y(t) so defined have some obvious and well-known (cf. 
[ 17-19)) properties. In particular 
Here Q r, Q, are two compact Nhd’s of e, as above, and I shall adopt, once 
and for all, the notationf(t) x q(t) to express the fact that there exist C > 0 
such that 
f(t) d CdCt); q(t) < Cf(Ct) (t 2 0) (5.2) 
(with the obvious modification for t + 0 or for t = 1,2, . . . . n -+ co). 
I shall in what follows define y(t) (t + co), the growth function of the 
group G, to be (up to equivalence (5.2)) any one of the above functions. 
The other properties of y(t) that we shall need are summarized in the 
following non-trivial theorem: 
THEOREM (Guivarc’h [ 181). Let G be a connected Lie group. Then either 
y(t) z e’ (t -+ co), and we then say that G is exponential, or there exists 
a = 0, 1, 2, . . . such that y(t) z tU (t -+ GO), and we then say that G is 
polynomial. Polynomial groups are unimodular and of type R (cf. [ 18, 191 or 
Appendix I for a definition of R-groups). 
5.2. The Estimates on the Kernel 
Let G, H be as in Section 3.1 and the expressions 6 = 6(G, H), p,(x, y), 
r,(x, y), and d( ., .) all have the same meaning as in Sections 3.3 and 4. We 
have then the basic: 
THEOREM 1. Let G, H be as above and let us assume that G is 
unimodular (i.e., m s 1 ), and let further a > 0 be given. Then the following are 
equivalent: 
(i) There exists C > 0 S.Z. y(t) 3 Ct” (t >, l), 
(ii) r,(e, e) =p,(e, e) = O(t-“‘*) (t -+ co). 
From this, with the help of the following general theorem, an “off-diagonal 
estimate” easily follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let G, H be as above (G is not necessarily unimodular) and 
let a > 0 be such that 
r,(e, e) = O(t-“‘*) (t -+ al). 
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There exists then C > 0 such that 
r,(x, y) < Ct 42 (l+F)bexp(-f$-)); x,yEG,t>l. 
(5.3) 
Here C> 0 only depends on G and H, b only depends on 6, and a and 
b < 4 max[6, a] + 3. 
Furthermore, for any a 2 0 we have 
y(t)% P+r,(e, e) 25 teUi2 (t > 1). (5.4) 
If in addition G is nilpotent and y(t) x ta (t > 1) for some a > 0 then there 
exists C > 0 such that 
pt(x, y) = rt(x, y) 2 Ct-U’2 exp( -t!32&!2); tal x,y~G. (5.5) 
The nilpotency of G is, I suspect, not essential for this lower estimate 
(5.5) to hold. But I can give no proof of (5.5) without this additional 
assumption. 
Observe that when G is not unimodular then (cf. Section 3.3) r,(e, e) = 
O(e -“14). 
6. THE SOBOLEV INEQUALITIES: STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS 
Let G and H here be as in Section 3.1 and let IV’1 = IV,fl be as in (0.2). 
All the II (IP (1 < p < + co) in this section are taken in LJ’(G; m(g) dg) = 
LP(G; d’g) (the left Haar measure). The meaning of rl( ., .) and S = 6(G; H) 
is the same as in Sections 3.3 and 4. We have then: 
THEOREM 1. (The Local Sobolev Theorem). Let G and H be as above 
with 6 > 1. There exists then C > 0 such that 
IlfIIa,cs-l)G ccllY.fll I + llfllll; f~ G ((3 (6.1) 
One immediately deduces 
Ilf II pnl(n--p) G a Ilv-II, + llfll,l; fog= (6.2) 
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with C = C(n, p) for any p b 1 and any n >/ 6, n >p. Indeed for n > 6 and 
p = 1, (6.2) is automatic from (6.1) and, to get the general p, we substitute 
f = cp’ (cp > 0) for an appropriate a, in what we already have, and then use 
Holder. 
The cases 6 = 1, 6 = 2 can only arise for either an abelian group, and the 
theorem is classical, or the group of homothetic motions of the real line 
(x+ax+b;xER). 
THEOREM 2. (Key Global Sobolev Estimate). Let G, H be us above 
and let us assume that 
r,(e, e) = O( t -Oi2); t+m 
for some a > 0. Then for every 6 < n < a/2 there exists C > 0 such that 
(Sob,): Ilf II,,,+ 1) d CllVfll1; f e Cg (G). 
The range of n’s for which (Sob,,) holds may, of course, well be empty (e.g., 
compact groups). 
THEOREM 3. (The Converse Result). Let G and H be as above and Let 
us assume that n 2 1 is such that (Sob,) holds. We have then 
(i) n > 6(G, H), 
(ii) there exists C such that y(t) 2 C t” (t > 1). 
The combination of the above two theorems, together with Section 5, 
gives information on the “Sobolev exponents” of G. This leaves, however, 
an unaccounted for gap (between a/2 and a!). The following two theorems 
are more precise: 
THEOREM 4 (The Exponential Case). Let G, H be as above and let us 
assume that G is t&modular and exponential. Then (Sob,,) holds if and on/y 
if n 2 6(G, H). 
THEOREM 5. (The Polynomial Case). Let G and H be as above and let 
us assume that G is of polynomial growth with y(t) x P(a > 0). Then (Sob,,) 
holds if and only if 6 6 n < a. 
Non-unimodular groups are examined in [39]. 
7. GRADED BASES OF SMOOTH FIELDS 
I shall denote throughout by L2 a C” manifold and by 0 E Q some fixed 
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point of 52. I shall denote by P(0) the “space of functions” that are 
defined and are C” in some Nhd of 0. I shall also reserve the symbol IRO to 
denote some relatively compact open Nhd of 0. 8, will vary from place to 
place. 
Let x = (x1, ..,, xN) be a set of local coordinates in O0 (x takes its values 
in some Nhd of 0 in RN and x(0)=0). These coordinates will be fixed 
throughout. I shall also fix a partition P, u P, u ... u P, of the index set 
{ 1, 2, ..*, N) with Pj=(nj-I+l,...,nj) and O<n,<n,< . . . <n,=N. (We 
allow the possibility that some Pi= 0.) 
For j = 1, . . . . N, I shall set o(j) = m ifjE P,,, (m = 1, 2, . . . . s). Let 
I= (i ,, . . . . i,); p=l,2 , . . . . ij= 1, 2, . . . . N, 1 <j,<p (7.1) 
be a fixed multi-index. I shall set o(Z) = xi o(ij). Let now f E P(O), then: 
If m 2 2 I shall say that w(f) > m if (a’fl&,)(O) = 0 for all multi-indices I
with w(Z) <m and if in addition f(0) = 0. 
If m = 1 I shall say that o(f) 2 1, if f(0) = 0. 
If m = 0 I shall adopt the convention that every f~ P(O) satisfies 
o(f) 2 0. 
I could, of course, have somewhat unified the above definition by 
adopting the convention that for p = 0 the multi-index of (7.1) is I= 0, 
and that then w(Z) = 0 and a0j-/8x0 =f (f~ P(0)). 
With respect to the above basis and partition of the index set we shall 
introduce the following: 
DEFINITION. Let X= Xi”= I uj(8/ax,), where aj E Cm(O), be a C” field on 
Q,. We shall say that X is a good field if 
W(Uj) > w(j) - 1. 
Let X be a good field or, more generally, a finite linear combination 
C Ak X, of good fields X,, with coefficients 1, that are bounded Bore1 
functions on Q. Let Q 3f(t) ( = (fi(t), . . ..f.,(t)) in the local coordinates) be 
a local continuous integral curve of X with f(0) = 0 (i.e., #(a/at) = X for 
almost all ItI <Q small enough). We then have 
I.#Jf)l = ~(l4”“‘); t + 0; j = 1, . . . . N. (7.2) 
The proof is easy enough: indeed we use induction over m 2 1 to show 
that 
fill) = Wld”): t --) 0; for all m = 1, 2, . . . and all j with w(j) 2 m. (7.3) 
For m= 1, (7.3) is obvious. 
To prove the inductive step we use the following obvious lemma: 
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LEMMA. Let cp E Coo(O) be such thar w( 40) z m. Let x(t) E Q0 (It] small 
enough) be such that its local coordinates x(t) = (x,(t), . . . . xN(t)) satisjj 
xj( t) = 0( 1 tJ “) (t -+ 0) for every j = 1, . . . . N and every p = 1, 2, ,.., m with 
o(j)>p. We then have cp(x(t))=O(Jtl”) (t-0). 
The inductive step follows since 
df ; 0 
=/;&+ ... +f;(l)~=Xl.f(r)) 
1 N 
and therefore j/(t) = fb aj(f(t)) dt. We set f(t) = .x(t) in the lemma. 
Therefore if o(j)>m+l we havefi(t)=jf,O(ltl”)dt=O(ItJ”+‘) by the 
inductive hypothesis. 
I shall in what follows make a systematic use of the local 
homeomorphism q,(x) = (twciJ x,),“=, for t #O where x E 0, ( = an 
appropriately small Nhd of 0). Let X be a good field defined in 52, (some 
fixed Nhd of 0). Then, provided that Q, is assumed to be star shaped (in 
an appropriate and obvious sense), the field X, = fP I dq,(X) can also be 
defined in $2, for all t > 1. The fields (X,), z i so obtained are then bounded 
for the C” topology on vector fields (i.e., the topology induced by the 
P(Q,) topology on the coefficients of the fields with respect to the basis 
a/ax,). 
The verifications of this fact is an immediate consequence of the 
following two observations: 
(i) We have dp,(a/dx,) = t”(i)(8/dx,). 
(ii) Let fE C%(sZ,) with o(f )> k, then the family of functions 
s-;ij-; cp;’ E P(st,) (t>, 1 and Q0 as above) is bounded in the topology 
0 . 
DEFINITION. Let M= (fi,j)yj= l,fr,j~ P(O), be a matrix. We say that M 
is an admissible matrix if 
w(fi,j) 2 u(j) - OCi) (i,j= 1, . ..) N). 
It is clear that the set of admissible matrices forms an algebra (under 
matrix addition and multiplication) and that, for the topology induced by 
P(Q,) on the coefficients, the set of admissible matrices is closed. 
If we assume that M(0) = 0, it is clear that (in the above topology, for R,) 
appropriately small) the series 
(I+M)-1=I-M+M2-A43+ ... =I+N 
converges. Clearly also N(0) = 0. Furthermore, it follows from the above 
that N is admissible if and only if M is admissible. 
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DEFINITION. Let X= (X, , . . . . X,) be smooth vector fields defined in 
some Nhd of 0 in a. I shall say that X forms an admissible basis of fields at 
0 if there exists M an admissible matrix such that M(0) = 0 and such that 
X’=(z+M) $ 
( 1 
T 
in some Nhd of 0. 
Let X= (Xi)!!!, be an admissible bases as above and let 
x, = (tP(j) dq,(x,))~~~ 1; t2 1. (7.4) 
This is a basis of the tangent space at every point of 0,. The X, (t 2 1) are 
in fact a uniform family of bases on 0,: 
More explicitly there exists A, (t > 1) a non-singular matrix of P(Q,) 
coefficients uch that 
a T 
( ) ax 
=A,XT; a T XT=A;' z . 
( 1 
(7.5) 
The mentioned uniformity has to be understood in the sense that A,, A;’ 
(t > 1) stay bounded for the topology induced on the coefficients by 
cmuM. 
The proof of this fact is an immediate consequence of the remarks (i) 
and (ii) that precede the definition of an admissible basis. 
8. CONSTRUCTION OF THE GRADED BASIS: THE VOLUME ESTIMATE 
AND THE HARNACK INEQUALITY 
Let 0~0 be as in the previous section and let H= (X”‘, . . . . X’k’) be 
fields defined in a,, and satisfying the Hormander condition there. Note 
that I now use superscripts to denote the Hormander fields. I shall reserve 
the ordinary indices to denote X= (1, , . . . . X,) a canonical basis associated 
to H that I shall fix once and for all as in Section 2.2. Together with this 
basis I shall fix once and for all P, u P, u . . . u P,, the corresponding par- 
tition that it induces on the index set { 1,2, ,.., N} (cf. (ii) of the definition 
in Section 2.2). 
Let (xi, . . . . x,,,) be the exponential coordinates that we obtain on some 
small Nhd of 0 in 0 from the fields X. These are the coordinates that are 
given by the exponential mapping 
(x * 3 ,.*, x,.,) -+ Exp,(xJ, + .ee +x,,XN) 
as explained in Appendix 11.2. We have then: 
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KEY LEMMA. The above basis X is an admissible basis of fields with 
respect to the above (exponential) coordinates and partition. Furthermore, 
each of the originalfields H= (XC”, . . . . Xck’) is a good field (w.r.t. the same 
coordinates and partition). 
I shall defer the proof of he Key Lemma until the next section. I shall 
draw immediately the appropriate consequences of that lemma. 
Application 1: The Volume Estimate 
The upper estimate in (2.9) is an automatic consequence of the Key 
Lemma and (7.2). The proof of the lower estimate is easier, in so far as it 
does not use the Key Lemma. For the lower estimate we shall need the 
following fact. For every fixed commutator Y = [X’il’[X”~’ . . X”“] ] 
and every A b 1, there exists jl, jz, . . . . j, = 1, 2, . . . . k s.t. 
dist.(Exp,(t”Y),f$(a)) = O(ltlA); t -+ 0, (8.1) 
where f:(a) is the image of a E Q, by the mapping (cf. Appendix 11.4) 
f’, = r”r Exp( & tx”“‘). 
k=l 
Here dist. denotes some fixed Euclidean distance on Q, induced by some 
fixed set of C” coordinates. The above O-estimate is uniform in aE Q,. 
This fact is proved by Hormander (cf. [24, esp. pp. 160-1631; cf. Appen- 
dix 11.4). Let then 
P,(s)=Exp(s,X,)~Exp(s,X,)~ ... ~Exp(s,\X,~)(0) 
p2(s)=f;lof;20 . .. of$(O); s = (s,, s2, . ..) s,v) E RN. 
where we denote in short f t =f>, (k = 1, . . . . N; t > 0) because each X, is 
some fixed commutator of X’“’ fields, andf;~’ = (f:) ’ (t > 0). P, is clearly 
a local diffeomorphism and therefore from (8.1) we deduce that 
((sgx, (x, lW(“, . ..) sgx, IXN(-)- P;’ P2(x)( =O(lxjA); 
x = (X,) . . . . XN) E R”, 
where I . ) indicates the Euclidean norm in RN and where A has been chosen 
appropriately large. Let @x = (Qi(x))y=, , a;(x) = sgx, Ix~[“~~(~) x E R”). 
We have then 
Ix- @P;’ P,(x)( = O((x(Af); xEsomeNhdofOinRN, (8.2) 
where again A, can be made appropriately large. 
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By an easy topological argument (cf. Appendix 11.6) it follows from (8.2) 
that there exists C> 0 s.t. 
for all E > 0 small enough. Also by the very definition of dH (Section 0.2) we 
have 
dH(PZ(Xh 0) = WI-4 ); (XI -+ 0. (8.4) 
If we observe that P, is a local diffeomorphism, the lower estimate of (2.9) 
follows from (8.3) and (8.4). 
Application 2: The Uniformity, under Resealing, of the Hiirmander Condition 
Let us denote by H, = (Xi’), . . . . Xi”‘) the fields XpJ= tr’ dqp,(W) 
obtained by resealing with (p,, t 2 1, the original Hiirmander fields H. H, 
are then defined and satisfy the Hbrmander condition in Q,,. Furthermore, 
H, satisfy the Hormander condition in l&, uniformZy with respect to the 
parameter t2 1. This uniformity with respect o t is to be understood in the 
following sense: 
(1) There exists B t Cco(Q,) a bounded set such that each coefficient 
(w.r.t. the basis a/ax,) of each held X$j) (t 2 1, j = 1,2, . . . . N) lies in B. 
(2) There exists a fixed set Y, = ( Ylf), . . . . Y$)) of N commutators 
among the fields Xji) (i.e., each Y!‘) is a field of the form 
[Xial)[X{a*)[ . . . Xiaf)] . . . ]] given by somekxed “code” (cI~, CQ, . . . . a,)) such 
that Y, is a uniform basis in the sense of Section 7 (cf. (7.5) and the few 
lines that follow). 
That the above two conditions are verified in our case is clear from what 
has been said in Section 7. Simply observe that for our canonical basis 
X,, . . . . A’, we have 
t-w(j) d&J?) = [J’j”“[ . . . x)“r’] . . . 1, 
where r = w(j) (we then use (7.4) of Section 7). 
Application 3: Scaling of the Harnack Estimate 
Let H = (Xc”, . . . . J!?‘), 0~0, B, = ( XED; dH(O,x)<t} (t>O), L be as 
in Section 2.1. Let UE C”(B,-I) be s.t. Lu= 0 on BI-l, and let further 
U,=UOcp; l=@,-‘(u) (this is the definition of 4,) and L,= t-2@t-10Lo@r. 
Let finally H, = (Xl” = tr ’ dq,(X’j’)}. cp,(B,-I) is then the unit ball of the 
fields H,, i.e., 
yp,(B,-I) = {x E 0; dH,(x, 0) < I}, (8.5) 
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L, = -C (X:")* + C (Ujk' cp,-')[Xj", X~'] 
For t >, 1, L, is then defined in Sz,, some fixed Nhd of 0 and we certainly 
have L, U, = 0 in cp,(B,-1) (observe that (4, n X0 4) U(X) = (d&X) u(x)). 
At this point we shall use the uniformity of the Hormander condition to 
draw two conclusions: 
CONCLUSION (i). There exists Q, a fixed Nhd of 0 s.t. a, c q,(B,-I). 
This follows from (8.5) and the fact that the uniformity of the Hormander 
condition implies that the corresponding distances dH, (r >, 1) are “uniform 
on compacta.” More explicitly there exists some relatively compact Q, s.t. 
d,,(O, x)< 1, VXEQ,,, t>, 1. 
The second conclusion that we shall draw from the uniformity of the 
Hormander condition is: 
CONCLUSION (ii). The constants that are involved in the “Bony 
Harnack estimate” (cf. [2]) are uniform in t. In other words, for every 
multi-index Z there exists C > 0 s.t. 
(cf. Remark 2 at end of this section). We have therefore 
a’ 
1 I j-g u(x) < CtP(‘)u(x); O<t<C-‘,xE(Pt(Qo). 
A simple use of the Key Lemma gives on the other hand that 
X”‘(0) = 1 ap & (0); da,) 2 o(p) - 1 
P 
and more generally (by the definition of good fields and induction over m) 
x(jl)$h) ...$h)=~u,-!Ci o(a,)>,o(Z)-m. 
The estimates (2.2) and (2.3) of Section 2.1 follow. 
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The proof of the parabolic Harnack inequalities (2.4), (2.5) of Section 2.1 
is analogous. We consider sZ$ = Iw + x Q,, R + = {x0 E R, x0 > 0 ). We 
modify the local dilation and define 
which is now a local dilation of Q,+ onto itself. The function u, = v o @; l 
(t 2 1) is then defined as before (v is as in (2.4) of Section 2.1). 
We finish the proof as before with the help of the relevant “parabolic 
Bony estimate” (cf. [2]) that, again by the uniformity of the HGrmander 
condition, gives uniform constants. For instance, the inequality (2.4) is 
obtained from 
sup u,(t, + a, X) < C .Xif& v,(t, + b, x), XEQ, 
where a < b and t is large enough. 
Remark 1. The proof of Conclusion (ii), from the uniformity of the 
Hiirmander condition, is, as far as I can tell, “incompressible.” We just 
have to go through Hiirmander’s proof in [24] and then Bony’s proof in 
[Z] and verify that the constants that these proofs produce are uniform. 
The proof of Conclusion (i), on the other hand, is automatic in our 
applications. Indeed in the applicatins that we have in mind we use the 
results of Section 2.2 to prove the following specific fact: 
Let 0 < u( t, x) (t > 0, x E GZ) be a solution in the whole space R + x a of 
the operator (a2/at2 - L) = 0. There exists then C > 0 (independent oft) such 
that 
IX(‘) u(t, O)l < C max[l/t, I J u(t, 0); t > 0, j = 1, 2, . . . . k. 
We also prove the corresponding parabolic result. 
Furthermore, to make life even easier, in our case Sz is complete for dH 
(i.e., the ideal boundary lies at infinite distance). 
The details of the proofs of both Conclusions (i) and (ii) have been 
written out in [25]. 
Remark2. The constants that appear in (2.2), (2.3), (2.4), (2.5) are 
uniform in 0 E KC L2. This fact is obvious in the presence of a group struc- 
ture with left invariant fields. Indeed we can use the left action of the group 
to bring any x E Q = G to 0 ~52. In general, however, it is not easy to 
extract that uniformity from the above proofs. The difficulty lies in the fact 
that the canonical basis (Xj) (j= 1, . . . . N) as constructed in Section 2.2 can 
vary drastically in two arbitrary close points. 
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The most elegant way to deal with this difficulty is an indirect one. It 
consists in reducing the problem to the case where K,r = T,,(Q), XE ii?, 
(notations of Section 2.2), for some s>, 1 and where the fields X”‘, . . . . X’“’ 
are “free up to order s” (cf. [9, lo]). This reduction is obvious once we 
have the results of [9, IO]. 
The above problem then disappears since we can choose a canonical 
base at x “uniformly” in x E Q, for some G?, (fixed, small enough, Nhd of 
OEQ). 
I shall leave the details to the reader. Indeed no explicit use of the above 
uniformity is made in this paper other than in the Lie group setting. 
9. THE PRCKIF OF THE KEY LEMMA 
Let I= (i,, . . . . iP) be as in (7.1). I shall introduce the notation 
x,u = xi,x,, . . . X$ u; (adJ’),Z=CX,,, [...X+,, [~+,,Zl~~~ll~ 
where u E P(O) and Z is some C” field defined in some Nhd of 0 E Q. 
Observe right away that, as a consequence of the Taylor series expansion 
of Appendix 11.2, for any f~ P(O) and any m 3 1 we have 
X,f(O I= 0 VZ, w(l)<m=>o(,f)>m. (9.1 1 
(For p = 0, we interpret I= 0, ~(0) = 0, and X, = 1 and the above 
statement remains true for m = 1.) 
Let J= (j,, . . . . . j,) (j, = 1, . . . . k; 1 <s Q v) be a multi-index and let 
x = x(J) = [x(h), [X(/2), [ . ..) X”l’] . .]] (9.2) 
be the corresponding commutator among the original fields. We can then 
use the basis X , , . . . . X, to express X (in a unique way) in some Nhd of 0: 
X= f Uj(X) X,; XE%, (9.3) 
where aj E P(0). 
From the choice of the canonical basis X= (X,, . . . . X,) and the fact that 
X(0) E K, (with the notations of Section 2.3) it is then clear that 
u,(O) = 0; o(j) > v. (9.4) 
I shall prove by induction on p the statement 
o(Z) <p, o(Z) + v <o(j) * x, Uj(0) = 0. (* lp 
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Equation (*),, is (with our convention w(l) = 00 I= 0) none other than 
(9.4). 
Assume that (*)0, (*)i, . . . . (* ), hold for some p 2 0, and let I, be a fixed 
multi-index with o(Z,) =p + 1. I shall show that 
o(j) >p + 1 + v * X,0 ai = 0. 
This will prove the inductive step. Towards that let us expand, 
(9.5) 
(ad Xl, X= C xfo(aj) xj + 2 XAaj)(ad X)K xj, (9.6) j j. J, K 
where the second summation of the right-hand side of (9.6) extends over 
j= 1, . . . . N and multi-indices J, K that satisfy 
o(J) + o(K) < 0(&l); o(J) < p. (9.7) 
I shall evaluate (9.6) at 0 and I shall use the inductive hypothesis. I thus 
obtain 
where 
R= c XJ aj(O)(ad -VK xj(O)* 
m(j) Q w(J) + Y 
But by the Jacobi identity and (9.7) it is clear that (bear in mind that 
each X, is a commutator of length O(N); use (9.7)) 
The conclusion is that c,“= i X,, ai Xi(O) E K, + 1 + “. By the definition of 
a canonical basis this of course implies (9.5). We have therefore proved the 
following (cf. (9.1)): 
SUBLEMMA. Let X=X V) be us in (9.2) and (9.3). We then haoe 
o(aj) > w(j) - IJ[. (This statement should be considered as empty $ 
w(j) < IJI. In our previous notation (JI = v is the length of J.) 
Let us now go back to the exponential mapping 
Exp: (x,, . . . . xN) -+ Exp, (x, X, + . . . + x,X,) E 9. 
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This mapping clearly has a differential (cf. Appendix 11.5) and we 
certainly have 
(x)= f Ai (v)X,(y); j = 1, . . . . N, 
k=l 
where y = Exp,(x, X, + + x,X,) E Q, x = (x, , . . . . x,~). If I use exponen- 
tial coordinates to express y, I can write y = (x, , . . . . x,,,), and can also write 
(somewhat abusively perhaps) Ak( v) = Ai . . . . xN). The first part of the 
Key Lemma is then equivalent to the key relation 
w(‘q) b w(k) -w(j); 
A{(O) =sj,; j, k = 1, . . . . N. (9.8 1 
Once we have proved this key relation, the second part of the Key 
Lemma follows easily. Indeed by remarks the precede the definition of an 
admissible basis it follows that X, = C Bi (a/ax,), where the BL satisfy the 
analogue of the key relation (9.8). If we use the Sublemma (with jJ\ = 1 in 
fact) and the definitions and properties of Section 7 we deduce that X(I), 
j= 1, 2, . . . . k, are good fields. 
The proof of the key relation (9.8) is, however, a fairly automatic 
consequence of formula (11.4) in Appendix 11.5. Indeed by the asymptotic 
nature of that formula it suffices to consider only a finite partial sum in the 
right-hand side of (11.4) and to expand all the (ad( . . ))” involved there. If 
we do this we see that d Exp(d/3xj) = U, (we use the notations of (11.4)) is 
approximated by a finite combination of expressions of the form 
x,(ad X), X, (where I runs through a finite set of multi-indices and for Z, as 
in (7.1), x,=xi, ... xiP). The approximation can be made to an arbitrary 
high degree of accuracy. 
By a simple use of the Jacobi identity we see that for every fixed I 
(ad X),Xj=C A, Xta) (lb, E RI, (9.9) 
where A = (tli, . . . . CC,) (aj= 1, . . . . k) runs through the multi-indices of total 
length v = (AJ = o(Z) + o(j) (XCA) = [X”‘), [XCz2), [ . . XC”&‘] . . ]] is a 
bracket among the original Hiirmander fields H as in (9.2) with v = IAl ). 
By the Sublemma we have then 
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If we substitute the above expression in (9.9) and multiply by X, we 
deduce that with an (arbitrary) high degree of accuracy we have 
uj(x> = 2 takCX) + ... ) Xk, 
k=l 
where uk E P(0) satisfy o(ak) 2 o(k) -o(j) (and the . . . indicates terms 
of arbitrary high degree in the x’s 
This proves the first part of the key relation. The second part of (9.8) is a 
simple and well-known property of the exponential mapping. This property 
is of course contained in formular (11.4) of Appendix 11.5. 
10. THE LOCAL ESTIMATES OF THE HEAT DIFFUSION KERNEL 
The Upper Estimate 
The proof of the upper estimate (4.1) of Section 4 follows directly from 
the diagonal estimate and [IS]. (Essential use in [ 151, is also made of an 
idea of E. B. Davies (cf. [28]).) 
In the next few lines I shall help the reader to understand how this 
works. For simplicity assume first that G is unimodular. 
In the application (I) of [ 151 I prove the “off the diagonal” estimate for 
the heat diffusion kernel on a unimodular Lie group under the assumption 
(cf. (9) of [15]) 
lIfl12n,n-2 a‘wff.Lf)“*~ .f~ G= (CL 
There is an unfortunate computation error in the estimate of p,(x, y) as 
presented in [ 151. Indeed the exponent I of (1 + d2(x, y)/t)‘, when worked 
out correctly from the computations in [ 151, comes out to be I= n/2 + 1 
and not n/2 as asserted there. This error should be traced in ((5) of [15]) 
where the exponent of (I+ y 1 t + y2 t)” should be I’ = n/4 + 1 and not n/4. 
[In plain language I made a slight error in the explicit computation of the 
“constant” that is used in (5) of [ 15]!]. I am indebted to L. Saloff, who 
pointed out the above error to me. 
In our case and when in addition G is a unimodular, the diagonal 
estimate (3.2) of Section 3.3 is equivalent (cf. [13]) to 
ll.fII:,,,-, G C,(d,f,f) +Yl ItsIt:. (10.1) 
In (10.1) I preserve the notations of (4) in [15]. Observe that I have tacitly 
assumed in (10.1) that 6 > 2. I shall explain at the end of this section how 
to deal with 6 = 0, 1,2. From this we deduce as in [15] that the estimate 
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(10) of [ 151 still holds (with the extra term y, t that is totahy harmless for 
small t). Our upper estimate (4.1) follows then from the same method as in 
[ 151 and involves no new difficulty at all. 
The complications that arise in the presence of a non-trivial modular 
function (for non-unimodular groups) are slight. Indeed let us consider the 
submarkovian semigroup R, = e -” in [ 131. The local estimate (3.2) of 
Section 3.3 is then equivalent to 
(again for 6 = 3, 4, . ..). where the (1 lip norms are taken with respect to 
m(x) d,x. We consider then the perturbed (this is the Davies idea, cf. [28]) 
semigroup e rB, where B=eiq AeeAq with cpc C,,(G) and (V,cp( < I. For 
that perturbation we have, just as in (1) of [ 151, 
ll(A - W-ll,d+!0-~‘~* + ~2ll.fII2. 
(The /I /I2 and (., .) are taken in L*(G; m(x) do). Observe that 
A = A - m ’ Vm -V. The c,, c2 above depend of course on the compact/F 
supported cp.) 
What is more to the point is that we have 
(Bf,.f) = (Ae -"".L e"f)= 1 c X,(e~jq,f)Xj(e’“f)m(.x) d.u. 
G 
This clearly implies that 
Re(Bf,f)> -i.’ IlfllI. 
The machinery of [ 151 (especially Application 4) works therefore as 
before and we obtain again the required upper estimate (4.1). 
The Lower Estimate 
The first step for the proof of the lower estimate (4.2) is to show that 
there exists C > 0 such that 
r,(e, e) 3 Ct -&/*; o<t<c, (10.2) 
This is easy enough. Indeed from the upper estimate (4.1) and the stan- 
dard volume growth estimate y(s) = O(eO’) (s -+ oo), y(s) = O(s’) (s -+ 0) 
(cf. [ 111 and Section 2.2) we deduce that (observe that m(x) dx is left Haar 
measure) 
s r,(e, x) m(x) dx 2;; O<t<l, d(e. x) > cv.2 
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where C > 0 is some appropriate constant. This clearly implies that 
I d(e-, x)Q Cf’l2 
r,(e, x) m(x) dx g3 fl o<t<1, 
and since r,(e, e) = max, r,(e, x) and measure [x; d(e, x) < CP2] = 0( P2) 
the estimate (10.2) follows: 
The general (off-diagonal) lower estimate (4.2) follows easily from this 
and the parabolic Harnack inequality of Section 2.1. Indeed let XE G and 
0 < t < 1 be fixed, we can find then N= 1,2, . . . . 0 < E < 1 and a sequence 
e = x0, x1, . . . . xN =x E G such that 
d(xi~xi+l)~&Y N&<2d(e, x), N&=t; i=O, 1, . . . . N- 1. 
(10.3) 
This makes 0 <E = t/N< 1 and therefore N< 2d2(e, x)/t (since 
N &< 2d). In (10.3) I have tacitly assumed that d2/t 3 1. If d2/t < 1 
I simply set N = 1. 
I shall now use the estimate (2.4) of Section 2.1 on the function 
u(t, x) = r,(xO, x). That function satisfies (for every fixed value of x0 E G) 
the equation 
[ 
~-~~-m-l(X)~X,(m(X))X,]u(t,x)=o 
i i 
In G + = R + x G. I shall use the invariance of Y,(x, y) by the left action of G 
and apply the estimate (2.4) N times to “join the end points of the chain 
(t, e), (t + E, x,), (t + 28, x,), . . . . (t + NE, x) = (2t, x)“. (This is something 
that I could not have done with the original p,(x, JJ) kernel because it is not 
left invariant.) The upshot is that 
r,(e, e) < CN rzr(e, x). 
The lower estimate (4.2) follows. 
The Upper Estimate for 6 = 0, 1,2 
The only problem of course is the group [x + ax + b] (cf. the remark 
that follows the statement of Theorem 1 of Section 6. 
At any rate, for 6 = 0, 1,2 we can procede as in Section 15.4. Indeed just 
as in Section 15.4 we can consider the new group G, = G x T3. This allows 
us to reduce the proof of (4.1) to the case 6 2 3. 
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11. THE PROOF OF THE LOCAL SOBOLEV INEQUALITY 
In this Section (and in Section 14) // Ijp denotes the norm in 
LP(G; m(x) dx) = LP(G; d’x) and not in LP(G; dx). 
11.1 The Poisson Semigroup: Formal Identities 
Let X be a left invariant field; the formal adjoint of X with respect o the 
left invariant measure d’g = m(g) dg is of course X* = -X + AX (where 
Xm = -J,m). The infinitesimal generator of the semigroup R,= e -” is 
A = --~~=, X,* X, (formally on CF (G), cf. Section 3.3). We shall make 
systematic use of the Poisson semigroup P, = e- ““I. Let qr(x, y) be the 
symmetric kernel of P, on L’(G; d’g). P, is then obtained by the well- 
known formula (cf. [6]) 
P,=$[f > ,+,,,du; --11R t>O. (11.1) 
It follows in particular that for each 6 > 0 we have 
II& Ilop ,So O(t-““)o lIP,j/“p =” O(t .“). (11.2) 
By /I /lop I shall denote the L’ + L” operator norm. (We only need the 
implication * which is trivial. For the implication = observe that r,(e. e) 
is monotone and use (1 1.1 ).) 
Similarly, if we use the fact that there always exists 6> 0 such that 
I(R, (Ior, = O(t-‘lZ) (t + 0) we deduce that for every a > 0 
II& lop ,zx O(l-“‘2)* /lPrllop ,‘, a- “). (11.3) 
For the proof of the Sobolev inequalities we shall make systematic use of 
a number of (Laplace transform) identics and notations. I shall collect 
these here: 
(Z+A1’2)-2f= Cj- t e-‘P,fdt; .f’~ C;;r (G) (11.4) 
0 
oif‘= (I+ Al’*) -* x,*f; (I+ A”*)-* Af=C D, XJ SEC;(G) 
(11.5) 
I=theidentity=(Z+,4’/2)~2 A+~(z+A~~~)~‘-(z+A~~~)-* (11.6) 
A-‘f=C x‘ t P,fdt; s f~C,?Ol (11.7) 0 
A,f=A-‘X,+f, f =c Aj X,X f E C,;c (G) (11.8) 
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11.2. The Weak Type Estimate 
For p> 1 I shall denote by L(p, co) the space of functions f on G that 
satisfy 
Left Haar measure [ IfI > A] d $; A> 0. (11.9) 
The space L(p, co) (p> 1) has a natural Banach space norm that I shall 
denote by II Ilp,oD (cf. C3W. 
Let now Iw 3 n > 1 be such that 
Ilk Ilop = a-“‘*); t --f 0. (11.10) 
This is a hypothesis that we shall make on G and H. The conclusion from 
this hypothesis is that there exists C > 0 s.t. 
llf IIn,+ l).rn G allv-Ill + llfll11~ fs C? ((3. (11.11) 
The proof follows the same lines as in Section 6 [21] but is more 
involved: Let 
Dif(~)=.fr(x)+f~(x)=j~~+j- te-‘P,X,*fdt; f~cr(G). (11.12) 
T 
Observe that for any 1 <j < k we have 
p, qf (xl = jG V(x, y)f(.Y) 44 f E Cr (G) 
with (cf. (2.2) and also Remark 1 of Section 8) 
IVh, x)l = Ixj qr(xo, x)l G C maxCll4 11 qrho, x); x0, XEG, t>O. 
(11.13) 
In ( 11.13), Xj acts on the x variable and C > 0 is independent of x,,, x, 
and t. 
The point of course is that for every fixed X~E G the function 
u(t, x) = qr(xo, x) satisfies the equation (8/h* -A) u = 0 on G, = Iw + x G, 
and also that ql(x, y) is left invariant. 
The upshot is that 
IIPtx,*flll GCmaxI:llt, ~lllfllr~ lIPtXi*fll,~Ct-“maxCl/t, Illlfll,; 
fgCz(G), t>O,j=1,2 ,..., k. 
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We conclude that 
where C > 0 is independent of T and J 
By the standard method of choosing T as a function of A in the weak 
type inequality (11.9) (cf. Section 6 [21]) we conclude from the above that 
D,~E L(n/(n - 1 ), co). If we substitute f= X, q in this, and use the identity 
(f1.5) we deduce that 
~PEG(G), (I 1.14) 
where C > 0 is independent of cp. 
On the other hand, we also have 
where C is independent of 9. The estimate ( 11.15) is a direct consequence 
of our hypothesis of (11.2) and of the abstract theory of [ I3 ]. Indeed in the 
terminology of [ 133 we have 
dim{exp(-r(Z+d’!‘)); r>O)=dime ‘P,=r 
for any r > 2n. The Green’s operator (I+ A”*) X,2 of that semigroup takes 
therefore L’ into L(p, oz) for l/p= 1 -r/r (cf. [13, 301). By setting 
(a=2,r=2n)or(a=4,r=4n)weobtain(11.15).Tocompletetheproofof 
(11.11) it suffices to combine (11.14), (11.15) with the identity (11.6). 
11.3. Mod$ed Weak Type Estimate 
I shall denote R = R, (i.e., the semigroup operator of Section 3.3 for 
t = 1). It is clear then that (notations of Section 11.1) 
R A,f(.x) =fr(x) +f’(x) = I,‘+ 1; t P, R X;“,r; T> O,fe C; (G). 
(11.16) 
It is just as clear that 
R x;“.,f= 1 Aj,(X> ~)f( .Y) d’.Y; .f-e C,s (G) (11.17) 
with (cf. (2.5)) 
Vi(xo, XII = IX, r,(xl,, XII d C r2(,xo, x); -x0, x E G, (I 1.18) 
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where C is independent of x0 and X. From this it follows that 
Let us now make the hypothesis that 
llf%3p= (a-*) (t-+m) (11.19) 
for some n > 2. From that hypothesis and (11.17), (11.18) it clearly follows 
that 
(i~,~~j*f~,~C(lfll,, IIP, Rx;cfll am QC r-“llfll~ ;
j = 1, . . . . k, t>O, .f~c?(G), 
where C is independent of t andJ: 
From this it follows that (under the hypothesis (11.19)) we have 
llfT(m@ d c ~2-nllflll~ lIfT(.) G c z-211fl11; T>O,fcC,“(G). 
Proceeding as in Section 11.2 (or [21, Sect. 63) we deduce therefore from 
(11.16) that R dif~ L(n/(n - 2), co). If we substitute in thisf= X,cp and use 
the identity (11.8) we conclude that (under the hypothesis (11.19)) we have 
llR44l m/(m - I ), cc < cIIvV II I i 
where C > 0 is independent of cp. 
tp E C; (G), m = n/2, 
11.4. The “Strong” and the Weak Sobolev Estimates Are Equivalent 
The key to this section is a type of “co-area” formula that we shall now 
explain. 
First of all let J2 c G be a relatively compact subset and let xn be the 
characteristic function of Q. We can then define Vxo (here we use the 
notation Vf = (X,f, . . . . X,f); f E Cr). In general Vxn has to be interpreted 
as a k-vector of distributions on G. Let also 0 <SE CF (G) and let f, be the 
characteristic function of Q, = [f 2 t]. We have then the Bochner (strong) 
integral representation 
.f = jomA dt; 0 Gf E C,(G). 
This integral converges strongly in every LP (1 <p < t co). We have 
therefore a weak integral representation 
Vf = /a V’, dt; 0 Cfc Cz (G). 
JO 
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The key to what follows is the following fact: For almost all t > 0, V’S, is a 
k-vector of measures. Also for t, # t, we have supp Vf,, n supp Vf,,, = 0. It 
follows that if we denote by \lVf, (1: the total mass of (X, f,I + 
1x2 .A I + . . IXk f, I and II’% II * = IlIZ Ixjfl II 1 we have 
To give the rigorous justification of (11.20) one can proceed in two 
different ways: 
Geometric Measure Theory [3, especially 3.2.11-j. We can give some 
Riemannian structure on G and consider the corresponding Riemannian 
gradient grad(f). It is clear then that 
WI < Cla=Kf)l; fE c,z (K) 
as long as KC G is compact. At this point we shall invoke the standard co- 
area formula of [31 J. This tells us that for almost all t 3 0, grad(f,) and 
therefore also V’fr is a measure and 
IIgraW)ll l = jox Cf= [IN- I dt. 
Here 11 (1  is taken with respect to the Riemannian volume and ( ],&+ I
denotes the corresponding (N- 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure (where 
N = dimension of G). The formula ( 11.20) follows at once. 
Differential Topology (cf. [32, especially Chap. 61). Use the density 
theorem of Morse functions in Coc( G). Morse functions have very regular 
level lines and for these functions the formula (11.20) is clear. It is therefore 
enough to proceed (as we do below) and prove the “strong” Sobolev 
estimate for these Morse functions. The general result follows. 
We are now in a position to accomplish the aim of this section. We have: 
LEMMA 1. Let G, H be as in Section 3.1 and let n > 1 be such that 
llf II n,',n -~ l),rn d cll~flll rev. (11.21 Y: ll.fllni,n I).% fC[lllVfll,+ lIfllrll~ 
f E CZ (G), (11.21) 
where C is independent off: There exists then C, > 0 such that 
lIfIln,(n-l)~~CIII~fll, Crew (11.22)‘: Ilfllnl~n I) d c, c IlVfll 1+ llfll I I; 
feC?(G). (11.22) 
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Proof: Without loss of generality we can assume that f3 0. Let us 
assume that (11.21) holds. Then (11.22) is obvious. Indeed (with out 
previous notations) we have 
This is because for any characteristic function xn (52 c G) we have 
lIxn lip G CIlxn lIp.m for any P > 1. 
It is only slightly more involved to operate under the hypothesis (11.21)‘: 
Let 0 <YE CF (G) be such that llfll I = 1 and let also 
f=fX[f<kl +fXCf>k]=f(')+f(2), 
where k > 1 is fixed and will be chosen later. We clearly have 
1) f(')llnlcn- r)6 k. On the other hand, just as before, we have 
fc2)=lkmfidf; Ilf’2)ll,z,c~-,)~~km IlftIln,~n-l)dt (11.23) 
and since (by our hypothesis Ilf II I = 1) 
m, = left Haar measure [f > t] d l/k (t>,k) 
we also have that 
llfi II/q@- 1) G Cllf, Iln,(n- l),m d Cllvf II 1* (tak). (11.24) 
The extra term [[f, I( i disappears in (11.24) if k is large enough because we 
have 
IILII1=m,G (llk~""llf,lI~,~,-l); t 2 k. 
(We choose therefore k in terms of the constant C that appears in (11.21)‘.) 
We deduce from (11.23), (11.24) that 
and we obtain finally that 
Ilflln,p- ,) G CCllVfII1+ kl. 
If we renormalize to account for /lfl/ = 1 we obtain the required (11.22)‘. 
We also have a modified version of the above lemma, namely: 
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LEMMA 2. Let G, H be as in Section 3.1 and let n > 1 be such that 
for some fixed p E p(G) and C > 0. Then there exists C, such that 
llf* /4/n,(n-I)~ Cl llv-lll; feCF(G). 
The proof is an obvious modification of the previous one and will be left 
to the reader. 
11.5. The Proof of Theorem 1 of Section 6 
If we put together the (local) diagonal estimate (3.2) of Section 3.3 with 
Sections 11.2 and 11.4 we deduce that for every n > 1, n > 6(G, H) we have 
(6.2) of Section 6 (with p = 1). The case n = 6 = 1 is of course trivial since 
GrR or U. 
12. DIRICHLET FORMS ON GROUPS 
12.1. The Modified Length on G 
Let G, H be as in Section 3. I and let M(g) > 0 (g E G) be some 
multiplicative function on G as in Section 3.4. Let I(t) E G, 0 6 t < T, be an 
absolutely continuous path on G (as in Section 0.2) that satisfies 
i(t)=dl i = $ ai(t)Xj 
0 
p-p~t~[O,T]; CIaj(t)(2<1,0<t<T. 
/=I 
(12.1) 
I shall set then 
IljM=jT M-‘[l(t)] dt. 
0 
For gcG I shall define Igl,=inflll,, where the inf is taken over all paths 
that satisfy (12.1) and Z(0) = e, I(T) =g. There is of course something 
totally arbitrary about the above definition. We can, for instance, define 
111112,= T jTM-‘[l(t)] dt 
0 
for every I as in (12.1) and also ljgllM = inflllll, (g E G), where the inf is 
taken over the same family of Ps as before. One rather obvious consequence 
of the multiplicative nature of M(g) is that there exists some C > 0 s.t. 
Mk)+Igl,+ IlgllM~exp(ClgO, where lgl =d(e,g) (IsI = lgl1, i.e., lgl,w 
with M = 1). 
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12.2. The Comparison of Dirichlet Forms and the Energy of Measures 
Let G, H be as in Section 3.1 and let l(t) be a path that satisfies the 
conditions (12.1) and is such that I(O) = e, Z(T) = g. We clearly have 
and therefore also (with the notations of Section 0.3) 
If(x) -f(xg)l G joT lV-l(x~ 4t)) 4 f E C,m (G), x E G. 
Let now M(g) (g E G) be some multiplicative function as in Section 3.4 
and let ~1 be some probability measure (PE P(G)) on G. We then have 
j If(x) -f(xg)bW) dx G 
( 
joT~-lMW dt)ll~lW II I (12.2) 
(Ax is as usual the right Haar measure and all the 1) I/,, norms are taken in 
LP(G; &I). 
By taking the inf over 1 in (12.2) and then integrating against dp( g) we 
obtain 
ss If(x) -f(xgCW) 44g) dir Q ~,&WWl II I ; f~ CF w, (12.3) 
where I shall adopt the notation 
S,(P)= jG lgl,44g); E,(P) = jG II Al i., 4-h). 
If M= 1 I shall denote E,(p) = E(p). 
We can make a similar analysis for the L*-norms: 
lf~~~-f~xg)(‘9~~~~lClf12~~~~~~~~~~; xeG,feC,"(G) 
j If(x)-f(xdl* M(x) dx< T joT~-1(l(W41 M”*lV-l II:; f~ G ((3 
(12.4) 
Taking inf over I and integrating again with respect to dp we obtain 
ss If(x) -f(dl’ M(x) d/Q) dx S E,(P) II~*‘*l?.fl II;; f~ G’(G). 
(12.5) 
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From (12.3) and (12.5) we also deduce that 
IIWf-f * P)ll, G wmwfl II I ; f E CF ((4 (12.6) 
ll~“‘u--f* ~)11:6~,(P)lI~“21~fl 11:; f~c?(G) (12.7) 
[:f* p(x) = {f(xg.-‘) &(g)]. Observe that we always have E(P) = E(g). 
Tn the applications that we have in mind we shall set M(g) = m( g) and 
dv = F(g) dg; F(g)=F(g-l)EL’(G;dg) 
dp=d\i=m(g)F(g-‘)dg 
We have then 
ji tf(x)-f(xg-‘)lZm(x)dv(g)dx~E,(~)Il m1~21V’l 11; (12.8) 
E,b4=j ll~lI~m(g)&Wg== j lls-‘ll’,m)&=w). (12.9) 
Another essential application of the above is the following: 
Let cp E Cg (G) and let X be a left invariant field. We have then 
X(f* cp) =f* Xcp and l Xcp dg = 0 (: div XrO w.r.t. right Haar measure 
dg). So that dp = (Xv) dg satisfies p = C[(S - pL1) - (6 - pz)], where 
pin P(G), i= 1, 2, are compactly supported probability measures on G. If 
we apply (12.6) (12.7) we deduce therefore that 
llMW* dII,G wfV,fll,; f~ G ((3 (12.10) 
with p = 1,2 (or even any value 1 bp < + m!). Here C only depends on cp, 
X, p, and M. 
Remark (used in the proof of the global Sobolev theorem; cf. Lemma 2 of 
Section 12.3). Let us assume that q E C”(G) n L’(G; dg) and that, with X 
as above, we have tj =X~E L’(G; dg). We can then approximate jl in 
L’(G; dg) by functions of the form j $(xy) f(y) dy = tjr;fe Cr (G). On the 
other hand, shifting things around, we see that { $,(x) dx = j cp( y) J(y) dy 
with 
J(y) = j (Xf)(x-’ y) m(x) dx=J Xf(x) dx =O. 
The conclusion is that we again have [ Xv(x) dx =O. The estimate 
(12.10) therefore still holds for such a cp provided that the relevant 
“energies” of IXcpj are finite. 
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Let US consider a special case of the above that will be relevant for 
us. Let Co,(X) = rl(x-‘, e), where r,( ., .) is the diffusion kernel defined 
in Section 3.3. By the left invariance property of T, we have 
w?4(x>=~y rrwl~Y)ly=e, where X, indicates the derivation of the field 
X acting on the y variable. By the Harnack estimate (2.4) of Section 2.1 we 
deduce that for every fixed t > 0 we have 
I(XPr)(X)l G ct h(X) 
and therefore Xcp, = +, E L’(G). Also for fixed t > 0, p >, 0 we have 
i (lgl,+ IlgllMu)p (Ill/,(g)1 +cp,(g))&< +m. (12.11) 
It follows therefore that the estimate (12.10) holds for each cp, (t fixed). 
To verify the estimate (12.11) we just have to combine the upper local 
estimate (4.1) of Section 4 with the remarks at the end of Section 12.1 and 
with the obvious volume estimate on G: y(t) < exp(Ct) (t B 1, and some 
fixed C > 0). 
12.3. The Linking Technique 
Let G, H and 6 = S(G; H) be as in Section 3.1. I shall denote throughout 
this section by *(( 11, the norm in LP(G; m(x) dx) (i.e., with respect to left 
Haar measure). The estimates of Section 12.2 will be used here with M = m. 
By the linking technique (we fink the behaviour of t + 0 to the behaviour 
as t + 00 to obtain a global behaviour!) we can understand anyone of the 
following three lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Let n>6, n>2, O<cpeC,“(G) (p & 0) and let us assume 
that there exists C > 0 such that 
*IIf* CPII 2n/(n--2)G c *Ilvf II*; fog?. (12.12) 
There exists then C, > 0 such that 
* Ilf II Zn/(n-2)G Cl *Ilv-ll2~ f~C?(G). (12.13) 
LEMMA 2. Let n>6> 1, Oscp~C*(G)n L’(G; dg) (cp 8 0) and let us 
assume that IVql E L’(G; dg) (right measure) and &(I@) m), S,((VqI), 
S,(m IV4l)< +co [:S,(ltjl)=S,([$[ dg)]. Let us assume further that 
there exists C > 0 such that 
*IIf* cPII.,(n-l)~~*ll~Sll~~ Vf E C,m (G). (12.14) 
There exists then C, > 0 such that 
*llflln,(*- I,< Cl *Ilvfll1; Vf cc C; (G). 
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LEMMA 3. Let n>6, n>2 and fet F(g)=F(gd’)EL’(G;dg) (right 
Ham-) be such that L(F) < $ co (cf. (12.19)). Let us assume that there exists 
C > 0 and rp as in Lemma 1 or 2 such that 
*iu- * VII 2nlfn-2)~C SC If(x)-S(xgp’)12 4x1 F(g) dx dg; 
VIE C; (G). 
There exists then Cl > 0 such that 
Lemma 3 follows from Lemma 1 and ( 12.81, (12.9). 
To prove Lemma 1 set F=f--f* cp and assume w.1.o.g. that j cp dx = 1. 
Then by (3.2) of Section 3.3 and [13] (or simply (6.2)) we have 
* //FII zn,(n-2) d C[I*IIVFI12 + *llFllzl. 
On the other hand, *((F[( 2 < C *IlVfIj 2 by (12.7). Also 
*IIv~ll*6CC*IIvl*+ *mf* cp)ll21; SEC;(G) 
*llw-* cpNl26c *IIwl*~ .f E G- ((3 
by (t2.10). If we put all this together and use the hypothesis (12.12) we 
obtain (12.13). 
To prove Lemma 2 set F=f-f* 50 (s 5~ dx = 1). We use the local 
Sobolev inequality (6.2) to deduce that 
*lIFIl .,~,-,,6~I1*II~~II,+*ll~I1,1~ 
We also use the remark of Section 12.2 to bound *IlV(f* cp)II, and 
therefore also *ljVFij,, To bound *IjF[l , by *lIV’lj, we use (12.6). 
Remark 1. There is a weak version of Lemma 2. We assume that n, cp 
are as in Lemma 2 and we replace the hypothesis (12.14) by the hypothesis 
*llf*(PIln~(n-~,,r~~*II~fll,~ YfE c,; (G 1. 
The conclusion is then that 
*Ilflln,(>*- 1,,3c G Cl *IlYfll 1; V’E C; (G). 
The proof goes as before except that it only uses the weak local Sobolev 
inequality (i.e., in this proof we do not need the co-area formula of 
Section 11.4). That co-area formula, however, has to be used anyway if we 
want strong type results. 
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Remark 2. To negotiate weak type norms with strong type norms it is 
often useful to recall (cf. [38]) that for unimodular groups we have 
O<l/p=l/q+l/r-1, l<p,q<+oo. 
13. THE CONVOLUTION SEMIGROUP 
13.1 The Dirichlet Dimension of the Semigroup (I$ [l-3]) 
Let G, m, L,, M and H, = L2(G; L(g) dg) be as in Section 3.4 Let 
v E P(G) be a probability measure and let 
W-)=D~,v(f)=j-j- If(x)-f(xg-‘)12M(g)dv(g)dx; f E G’(G), 
(13.1) 
Observe that if we make the assumption that dv(g) = M-‘(g) dv’(g) 
(Jfdv’) = Jf( g-l) dv) then 
D(f) = QW-1, ; (4%) = M(x) L-‘(xKl-(4 - U-* vKx)l;f~ C,“(G), 
(13.2) 
where as usual f * v(x) = Jf(xg-‘) dv(g) and ( ., .)” is the scalar product 
in H,. 
It follows that we can close the form D (we complete Cr with the 
appropriate norm as in Section 31 and obtain a Dirichlet form on V 5 H, 
and a symmetric semigroup C, = eerA. If L = M= m and if we set 
dv = F(g) dg with F(g) = F(g-‘) E L’(G; dg) (right Haar measure) we 
obtain the standard convolution semigroup 
C,f=e-’ C f*F*“$; fECC,“(G), t>,O. (13.3) 
I220 
In (13.3), of course, I set F*” = F * F * . . . * F (where F,, F2 E L’(G; dg) 
(right Haar measure) give F, * F2 = j F,(xg-‘) F,(g) dg). 
In this context the following remarks will be crucial: 
(with the notations of Section 12.3). We have: 
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LEMMA. LetF(g)=F(g-‘)EL’(G,dg)nL”andn>2besuch that 
IIF*“(. a: = o(p2). (13.5) 
Let furthermore cp E C’?(G). There exists then C > 0 st. 
*IIf* dl:n,(n-2) d C f f If(x) -f(xg-‘)12 4x1 F(g) dx dg; fog. 
*(/ IJP (as in Section 12.3) is the norm in LP(G; m(x) dx), i.e., left Haar 
measure. 
Indeed by (13.3) (13.4) and (13.5) it follows that 
dCt-“‘2 *IlfllI; t>O;fEC;(G). (13.6) 
We also have for every p B 1 
*ll~~,f~*cplI,~~*lI~,flI,f~* llfll,; fc%-(G) (13.7) 
with C > 0 that is independent ofJ Indeed C, is a symmetric submarkovian 
semigroup on L’(G; m(x) dx) and therefore *I/C, f I( p d * I( f (/ p, 1 d p < + 0~. 
(To see the first estimate in (13.7) you can, among other things, interpolate 
between the two evident estimates II@ * cpll r G ll@Il r llv~ll l and 
*II@ * ‘PI11 G *ll@ll, *IlcplI1!) 
On the other hand, by standard Laplace transform [:A _ Ii2 = 
cj; t -“‘C,dt (C,=eAfA)] we deduce that AP”2 [=(I-(*F))-“1 
satisfies 
(A ~ “‘f) * q(x)= cfom t -“‘(C(f) * q(x) dt. 
Let us split the above integral into 
(A-*‘?/)*~p(x)=f~~=joi+f~=f~x)+f=(x); XEG T>O, 
If we use (13.6) and (13.7) we obtain 
*IlfkN, G C P2 *If IIp 
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At this point the standard method (that goes back to the thirties) takes 
over: we set A/2 = C T(1-“)‘2 * l\fl\ 1 and estimate 
Left Haar measure [x: 1 (A - ‘/“f) * q(x)1 2 A] 
< Left Haar measure [x: Ifr(x)la l/2]. 
If we use Chebychev we thus obtain 
Left Haar measure [x: J(A -i”f, * q(x)1 2 A] Z$ C( *jlfljJn)q; fEG(G) 
with the standard Sobolev dimensional relation i/q= l/p- l/n (cf. 
[13, 30, 331 for more details on the above technique (with q~ = 6,)). The 
standard Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem (cf. [33]) finally gives 
*IIv -""f, * 41 2n/(n - 2) d c * Ilf II 2 ; .f E C,“(G). (13.8) 
The above estimate clearly extends to f E DAw = V 5 H,, the domain of 
the Dirichlet form D (13.1) of the semigroup (13.3). If we set j= A’/‘c~ in 
(13.8) we obtain 
and this is (cf. (13.2)) the required result. 
13.2. The Construction of the Function 
In this section I shall fix once and for all a family B, = B; ’ c B, c G 
(0 < t < s) of relatively compact subsets. I shall denote by x, the charac- 
teristic function of B, and y,(t) = j xI dg. I shall define then 
f”(g) = J-j I*-’ Xj(g), j = 1, 2,..., 
where /li > 0 (j = 1, . ..) is a fixed choice of scalars such that cj”= I A, = 1. 
I shall set 
F= E= f 6.~ L’(G, dg); IFlIt = 1. 
j=l 
I shall denote sk =zjrkAj and Qk =xF:,’ Fj. Let I= (i,, . . . . i,) be a 
multi-index i,, i,, . . . . i, = 1, 2, . . . . I shall denote FI = F,, * Fiz * . . . * Fi, and 
Pii’ = xi F,, wh ere the summation is taken over oN the multi-indices of 
length 111 = n for which at least one of the i,, i,, . . . . i, is equal to j. 
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Everything being positive, the following estimates are then obvious (for any 
n, k > 1): 
F*” < 0:” + 1 fl;) 
j>k 
i= I 
ll~P,*“I/dlIFIl,I/~,*‘“-“0,=(1-s,)”-- IIFll,~((r,(l))-‘(1-.~k)” ’ 
IWIIJ, Gn IIfJ, =nr,W1 2,; j= I,2 ) . . . . 
To obtain the last estimate I use the fact that E= F! The upshot is that 
llF*“~J,~y,(l)~‘(l-~~)~-~+~y~(k)~~s,dC[exp(-CN)+Nl,,(k)-‘~; 
n, k> I, (13.9) 
where we set N = N(n, k) = risk. 
13.3. The Choice of the Coefficients Ai 
I shall consider two strictly monotone functions, one being the inverse 
function of the other: s: [ 1, + 00 [ + [ 1, O[ and G: [ 1, O[ -+ [ 1, + cc; [, i.e., 
s 0 CJ = 0 c s = identity. 1 shall assume that s( 1) = 1, s(t) JO, ts(t) < 1 (t 2 1 ), 
and C ’ <s(t+ I).s~‘(t)<C (t> l), where C>O is fixed. I shall deter- 
mine the Ai of Section 13.2 by the relation 
.I‘k = c 3i, =s(k); k = 1, 2, . . . . 
/2k 
To optimise the information contained in the estimate (13.9) I can 
proceed as follows: 
Let us fix n= 1, 2, . . . and 1 d rnE R with m <n. Then clearly (with the 
notations of (13.9)) m - ’ N(n,l)=n/mBl and m~‘N(n,n)<N(n,n)<l 
(by the hypothesis on s(t)), Since, on the other hand, for two successive 
integers we have (again by the hypothesis on J(r)) 
C -. ’ d N(n, k + I )/N(n, k) < C it follows that there exists 1 6p 6 n such 
that C ’ < N(n, k + l)/N(n, k) < C it follows that there exists 1 <p < n 
such that c- ‘m G N(n, p) f cm, where c > 0 only depends on the choice of 
s(t). For that P we have s(p) < c(m/n) and therefore p > c(cm/n). The 
estimate (13.9) can therefore be rewritten 
lIF*“ll,<Cexp (-F)+Cm{y*[fl(T)]]~ ‘; n2m31, (13.10) 
where 0 is as above and C only depends on 0. 
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13.4. Functions of Finite Energy 
Let the s(t) of the previous section be s(t)= t-*&(t), where c(t) is 
t-’ or (log(t+ i))-‘-” or (log(t+ 1)))’ (log(log(t+ l)+l))-‘-“, etc., 
with O<E< 1 (or any other appropriate choice of s(t) for which 
1” (c(t)/t) dt < +co). The basic inequality (13.10) easily gives then 
lIE*“Il m ,< C exp (-F)+Cm{b [(2)“‘1)-‘; ndm3 1. (13.11) 
We shall now specify the family of “balls” {B, t G; t 2 0) used in Section 
13.2. Let them be determined by 
where II gll M is as in Section 12.1 for some fixed multiplicative function 
M(g). 
The condition {” c(t) t-’ dt < + co guaranties then that 
L(F)6 f j”&< +a~ 
j=l 
(13.12) 
(cf. Section 12.19). We have thus proved: 
LEMMA, Let M be an arbitrary multiplicative function on G and let 
y,dt)=Y*(t)=measure CgEG; IlAM+ Ilg-‘lIM~tl (13.13) 
(B, = B;’ and therefore its left and right measures are the same). Let 
further .s( t) = t -’ (or (log(t + 1)) - leE, etc.) then the function F(g) 
constructed in Section 12.2 satisfies (13.11) and (13.12). 
If we specialise the above lemma and assume that 
y*(t) 3 CtA; t2l 
for some fixed C, A > 0 we then deduce (set c(t) = t -“) that the function F 
constructed above satisfies (13.12) and 
for any B < A. 
ll~“(~)ll, = OWE”), n+co (13.14) 
If we collect together the information that we have from (13.12), (13.14), 
the lemma of Section 13.1, and the Lemma 3 in Section 12.3, we see that 
we have a proof of: 
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PROPOSITION. Let G, H be as in Section 3.1. Let us assume that G is 
unimodular and that Ct* <y(t) (t > 1) for some fixed A, C > 0. (Here y is as 
in (13.13) with Mr 1, i.e. it is the ordinary growth function of Section 5.) 
Then for every 2 < n < A and every q E C$‘( G ) there exists C, > 0 such 
that 
IIf* cPI12n,(n-2)~cC1 IlvHfll:~ j” E C;(G). (13.15) 
14. THE MODIFIED SOBOLEV CONDITIONS 
14.1. Notations and Definitions 
Let G and H = (X,, . . . . X,) be as in Section 3.1. In this section, just as in 
Section 11, all the 11 lip norms are taken with respect to LP(G; m(x) dx). 
Let G = (7, = G x Z”, where s = 0, 1,2,... and Z is the discrete group of the 
integers (Ho = {e}). For f~ C:(G) I shall denote (cf. Section 0.3) 
IVHf12k n) = IXlf(x, n)l’+ ... + IXkf(x, n)l*; XEG,llEP, (14.1) 
where of course X, acts on the x variable. 
Let me also denote (for s 3 1) 
ej = (0, . . . . 0, 1, 0, . . . . 0) E Z” 
r,cp(n)=cp(n+ej), 6j~=~-Zi~; nE:j?,cpECO(ZS). 
(14.2) 
The 1 in the definition of ej lies, of course, in the jth place and I denote by 
C,(Zl) the space of compactly supported functions on Z”. 1 shall also set 
Pfl*(x, n) = 16,f(x, n)l* + ... + M,f(x, n)12; fE C~(G,J. (14.3) 
The djs act of course on the n-variable. I shall also define the modified 
Dirichlet form 
&f(f) = llvfffll: + lVfll22; f~ C,“(G), (14.4) 
where the /I (I2 norm is taken on L2(G; @), where & is the left Haar 
measure of G. 
DEFINITION. Let G be a connected Lie group and let X= (X,, . . . . X,) 
(N = dim (G)) be a linear basis of the Lie algebra of G (i.e., the X,‘s are left 
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invariant fields that span at every point T(G)). Let 0 <n E R. We then say 
that G satisfies Sob,( co) (GE Sob,( oo) in short) if for some s 2 0 large 
enough we have 
Ilf II (n+s)/(n+s-l)~cC(llVxfII,+ Ilml,)=cllfll,,b; .fE COG), (14.5), 
where C is independent of J: For s = 0 I set Sf = 0 in (14.5),. 
The above definition is clearly independent of the particular choice of .Y. 
14.2 The Properties of Sob,( co) 
I shall enumerate below a number of properties related to the above 
definition. 
PROPERTY 1. If (14.5), holds then (14.5),+, holds also. (It is this 
property that gives to the definition of Sob,(co) its “punch.“) 
PROPERTY 2. Let GE Sob,(m) (n > 0). Let us assume that (14.5), holds 
for some s 2 0 and let n + s > 2. Then there exists C > 0 such that 
llfII:(n+s),(n+s-2) G am fe WQ. (14.6) 
Here X is as in the definition. 
PROPERTY 3. Let 1 <m <n and GE Sob,(co), then there exists 
0 < cp E C?(G) with j’p dg = 1 and C > 0 such that we have 
Ilf * VII m/(m - 1) G c lw-II 1; fc C,“(G). (14.7) 
PROPERTY 4. If G is compact then G E Sob,( co). 
PROPERTY 5. Let 
(8) O-+L+G+G/L+O 
be an admissible exact sequence of connected Lie groups (cf. Appendix I.2 
for the definition). Then 
L E Sob,( co), G/L E Sob,( oo ); n,m>O=GESob,+,(co). 
Let H be as in Section 3.1 (not necessarily a basis of the Lie algebra of 
G). We have then 
PROPERTY 6. Let us assume that G E Sob,( co), n > 0, and let us assume 
that (14.5), holds for some s 2 0 and that n + s> 2. There exists then 
0 < cp E C?(G) (cp f 0) such that 
IV* dI:(“+s),(n+s-2)~ C&f(S); fE C,m(G). (14.8) 
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PROPERTY 7. Let us assume that G, H, 6 = 6(G, H) are as in Section 3.1 
and let n > 0. Further assume that n + s > 6, n + s > 2 and that there exists 
cp as in Property 6 s.t., (14.8) holds. Then there exists C > 0 such that 
llfII:(,+,),(,+,~2)~~~‘H(f)~ f E Ga)> (14.9) 
Let us now assume that in the exact sequence (8) there exists i: K + G 
an inverse homomorphism to the canonical projection G -+ G/L = K such 
that i(K)c G is closed (this is another way of saying that G is the 
semidirect product G = K. L). 
Let n: K-+ GL(gL) be the representation of K on Y1,, the Lie algebra of 
L, induced by the inner automorphisms 
TV: G + G; tk: L-t L; zk(x) = k ‘xk; keK,xeG 
(i.e., we set n(k) = dtk : 6pL -+ 9,). I shall assume that x(K) is a bounded 
subgroup of GL(gL). This of course is automatic if K is compact. We have 
then 
PROPERTY 8. L t G, G/L = K are as above. Let G E Sob,( co) and let 
KE Sob,(a) with n B m z 0. The fact that n > m follows from the rest of 
the hypothesis, but for us this is irrelevant. Then L E Sob,, ,Jcc ). 
14.3. Proof of the Properties 
Property 2. Substitutef= cpz, cp > 0, and a = 2( (n + s - l)/(n + s - 2)) in 
(14.5),Y. Use the obvious facts 
X,cp” = up” - ’ xjcp; 16j(pz( ~c,(cP”~ ’ + tj(Pz~ ') (6,(pl. 
Then use Holder’s inequality and (14.6) follows. 
Property 6. To prove Property 6 let fe C;(G,) and cp E C,“(G). Then 
(because of (12.10)) we have jlV,(f * cp)ljz < C IlV,f Ill. Also S,(f* cp) = 
d,(f) * cp (cf. (14.1), (14.2) (14.3)) therefore 
IlS(f * cp)II L*(G,) 6 c IlW)ll L*(G,); .fE G-G). 
The estimate (14.8) follows then from (14.6) of Property 2, applied to f’* cp. 
Property 7. Property 7 is a consequence of Property 6 and of the 
linking technique appropriately generalized to the group G. Indeed it is 
easy to see that the proof of Lemma 1 of Section 12.3 extends to the groups 
G. In fact the key to the proof of that lemma (when n + s > 6, n + s > 2) is 
the theorem of Section 7 [13]. This theorem is an abstract theorem and 
works for any submarkovian semigroup T, provided that the symmetric 
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kernel p,(., .) of that semigroup satisfies )lp,( ., .)I/ co = O(t-“I’) (t -+ 0). All 
this takes place in abstract measure space (X; dx). 
In the above considerations we shall set (X; dx) = (G; dg) (& is the left 
Haar measure as in Section 14.1). Let K, be the convolution semigroup on 
Z” induced by the standard random walk. One way to define K, is to write 
K = exp(O - 4); t > 0, (14.10) 
where p(f) =j* p is the convolution operator offs C,(Z”) defined by the 
measure 
(14.11) 
Here we use the same notations as in (14.2). With the notations of Section 
14.1 the Dirichlet form of that semigroup is C /I@-/\~. 
I shall now form the Cartesian product semigroup x,= R, x K, on 
t?, = G x B”. The Dirichlet form of that semigroup is aH(f) (as defined in 
(14.4)). 
For that semigroup we have 
IlRfllco~ct-~“+S)‘2 llfll1; o<t<lfEco”(G,) 
since the semigroup K, satisfies 1) Kfjl m < Cfll, f E C,(E”), 0 -K t < 1, and 
n +.sa 6. The theorem of Section 7 [13] therefore applies. The rest of the 
proof of Lemma 1 of Section 12.3 goes through without difficulty. 
Property 4. Let x be the characteristic function of G in G,. Let us nor- 
malise dg so that I( x (1 i = 1. Let T= x * f = f * x, which can then be identified 
to a function f~ C,(h”) (indeed j’ is constant on each coset of G c c,). We 
clearly have VT= 0 and IISTII 1 < l[Sfll 1 (cf. Section 14.1). 
Using Theorem 1 of Section 6 we see that for s large enough we have 
llf-sll~,(,- I) 6 cc IlVxfll 1+ Ilf-Jll11 G c llVxfll1 .
Indeed for every fixed n E Z” we have (cf. (6.2)) 
Ilf(‘, n)-~(n)ll~~l~lf~~cCllv,f(‘,n)tlL’(G)+ Ilf(.,n)-f(n)llL1(G)I”““-‘). 
It suffices to add over n and to take the s/(s - 1) -root. 
On the other hand, H” satisfies the Sobolev estimate of dimension s (in 
the sense of [12]). It follows that 
IlfII.,(s- 1) G c llfll s~w?!ll,~w?fll1- 
If we combine the above two estimates we obtain Property 4. 
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Property 3. (The proof relies on the ideas of Section 11.4.) I shall first 
consider the case n = m. To prove (14.7) for a general J” it is enough, to 
prove it for f= x0, where Q is a relatively compact subset with smooth 
boundary. Indeed the same argument as in Section 11.4 (or Section 6 [21]) 
finishes the proof up, for the general case. To deal with such an f= xa we 
denote w = 11~~ II r = left measure (52) and d = j[Vxn I( 1 . (Observe that under 
our assumption Vxn, which a priori is identifiable to a distribution, is a 
measure supported by 8Q. ~\VX~ 1)I denotes the total mass norm of that 
measure (cf. Section 11.4.) 
We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1: lIza jl = o < Cod = Co IIVX~ I), where Co is some large constant 
that will be fixed later. We then have (for arbitrary fixed cp E C,“(G)) 
IIXn * cpll./(,,-- I) G IlXnll I Il(Plln!rn- 1)d c IlVXn II I’ 
This is a proof of (14.7) for f= xn, 
Case 2: o > C’,a. We use (14.5),Y (for some large s) and f = x~@x~, 
where XN is the characteristic function of the set ( 1, 2, . . . . N}’ in Z’. We 
obtain from (14.5),, that 
(Nso)(“+s)/(n+J -I) <C[N”c)+N” ‘co] (14.12) 
with a C that is independent of Q and N. If we set N= [o/c’] in (14.12) we 
obtain UY - ’ d Cd”, in other words we have 
The conclusion 
IIXn * (PllW(H - I) G c IIKa lln,p7- I, G c IIVXn II 1 
is therefore a fortiori obvious (for an arbitrary rp E C,“(G)), 
The general case 1 < m <n follows easily from the above and the obvious 
fact that for fixed cp, li/ E C?(G) we have 
r = m/(m - l), p = n/(n - l), where C only depends on II/, p, r. 
[Indeed F(x) -+ F * tj(x) = f F(xg-‘) cl/(g) dg (integration w.r.t. right 
Haar measure 4) sends Lp(G; m(x) dx) + LP(G; m(x) dx) and 
L’(G; m(x) dx) --, L”. Interpolate!] 
Property 5. The proof of Properties 5 and 1 is more diff’cult to prove. It 
relies in particular on a clever use of mixed Lp(Ly) norms that I have 
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learned from S. Drury (cf. [20]). I have already used this technique on a 
number of occasions (cf. [12, 21, 223). 
First of all we can take the Cartesian product of L, G and G/L with 
groups of the form Z” to obtain a modified exact sequence 
where E = ,?,,,, G = G, (m < n), and c/z = (e/l),, _ m and where Z” is 
embedded in Z” in the obvious way. 
To each exact sequence as in (F) we can associate, as in Appendix 1.2, a 
canonical disintegration (of fibration if you prefer) of the Haar measure of 
G given by 
where 2 =g (mod L) E c/‘/z and dl, dg, dg are the corresponding Haar 
measures (all groups are unimodular and to see (14.13) we use the specific 
property of zg as in Appendix 1.2). 
Using the fibration (14.13) we can in particular consider “mixed norms” 
and for every f E CT(G) we can define 
I;(i) = @lR) dl= //Id) dl (2 =g (mod I)). 
It is then easy to verify that 
IIFII sob(G/L) G tkfisob(@ 
Here I use the notations of (14.5),. 
From this we conclude that for each 0 <YE C:(G) we have 
where Q = (m + s)/(m + s - 1) with m as in the hypothesis of Property 5 and 
s some large fixed integer. We similarly have 
IV II L.‘(Lb) G IISII L’(sob) G c kfil sob(G) 9 
where b = (n -I- a)/(n + 0 - 1) with n as in the hypothesis of Property 5 and 
0 some large fixed integer. The definition of the norm L’(sob) should be 
clear from the context. (The reader could consult [20-221, where Z am 
more generous with my explanations!) 
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Standard interpolation (cf. [23 J) gives then that 
with C=(m+n+s+a) (m+n+s+cr--1))‘. Property 5 follows since 
L’(G) = L’(L”). 
Property 1. The proof of Property 1 uses the same mixed norm techni- 
que and follows the same lines, only it is simpler, since we are now dealing 
with a genuine product situation G,,, = G,7 x Z”. I shall leave the details to 
the reader. 
Remark. When G = L x K is a product group the above technique 
adapts easily to deduce “inhomogeneous” (or local) Sobolev inequalities of 
the form 
llfll”,(,, - 1) G CCllVfll 1 + Ilfll11; .f~c,“(G) 
from the knowledge of the corresponding inequalities on H and K. This is 
indeed one way to prove Theorem 1 of Section 6 for abelian groups 
G = R‘ x Uk. 
Property 8. I shall use the injection i to identify Kc G to a closed sub- 
group of G. Let X,, . . . . X, be a linear basis of the Lie algebra of L and let 
Y, . Y, be a linear basis of the Lie algebra of K. The X’s and the Ys 
together are a basis of d;p, the Lie algebra of G. Let us denote by R the 
closure of rr( K) in GL(6P,) (I use here all the notations that precede the 
statement of Property 8). K is then a compact subgroup of GL(2”). 
For XE yL and TE GL(6c;) let T(X) E pL c yG be the image of X by the 
linear automorphism T. I shall denote 
grad(f)=j- {I JT(X,) flz]"2d7'; fcC,“(G). (14.14) 
K 
It is clear then that there exists C > 0 s.t. 
Cm-' IV,fl <grad(f)<ClV,fl; f~C?(G) (14.15) 
and for every ke K we have grad(f0 zk)(x) = (gradf)(x). In other terms 
grad(f) is a gradient along the fields of L and grad commutes with the 
right action of the group K, i.e., 
kradfk)(x) = kradf)k(x); fe C,“(G), x E G, k E K, (14.16) 
where we denote f k(x) = f (xk), f~ C,(G). 
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Each element x E G admits a unique decomposition x = I.k, I= I(x) E L, 
k = k(x) E K. This allows us to identify G with the product space L x K, This 
identification identifies the Haar measure of G with the product of the Haar 
measure of L with the Haar measure of K (cf. Appendix 1.2). 
I shall now prove Property 8 under the additional hypothesis that K 
is compact and m=O. I shall normalise its Haar measure to be of total 
mass 1. Using the above identification G ++ L x K, I can identify 
C,“(L) c C,“(L x K) cf C,“(G) 
(simply makefconstant on the K fibers). With the above identification it is 
certainly clear that 
Using (14.16) we see that for every fe C,“(L), if we identify f to an 
element of C?(G) and take F= grad(f), we obtain a function F that is 
constant on the K fibers. It follows that grad f = F is identifiable to an 
element of C,(L). I shall denote that element by grad,(f) E C,,(L). 
We quickly see that grad,(f) is given by the same formula (14.14) 
(except that fe C:(L)). We have therefore 
IlsradLWII L’(L) G c IIV, SII LqL); f~Gr(L). (14.17) 
We are in a position to conclude: 
Indeed let us assume for simplicity that in the definition of Sob,(m) we 
can take s = 0, i.e., that 
IlflIn,(n-l) G ClIllV,fll I + IlvYfll,l; f E C,“(G) (14.18) 
(for some C independent off). Observe that X’s and Y’s together form a 
linear basis of PG. 
Let fE C,“(L), and if we identifyfwith an element of C,“(G) (as above) 
we certainly have V,f= 0. It follows therefore from (14.15), (14.17), and 
(14.18) that (with the above identification) 
Our conclusion follows. 
The modifications that are needed to the above proof when we take s > 0 
in (14.5), are rather obvious. They will be left to the reader. 
The modifications that have to be made when K is not compact (and 
m > 0) are less obvious. Since, however, I shall have no use of Proposition 
8 in that generality I shall not give the details here. For the reader who is 
curious of how this goes let me only say that the idea is to combine the 
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previous argument with the idea of the proof of Property 3. (Indeed 
Property 3 can after all be viewed as a special case of Property 8.) 
14.4. The Modified Heat Diffusion Kernel 
Let G, H be as in Section 3.1 and let us assume that the heat diffusion 
semigroup R, (defined in Section 3.3) satisfies 
II Wll a G C t -“‘* llfll , ; f~ C;(G), t 2 1 
for some n >O. (The )I Jlp norms are taken with respect to the left Haar 
measure.) It is very easy then to verify that the “modified’ semigroup 
8, = R, x K, on G, = G x Z” (that was defined in the course of the proof of 
Proposition 7) satisfies 
llWlzJ G c t-(“+“)‘2 llfll 1 ; t 2 1:fE C$(G,). (14.19) 
(The (/ /I 1 norm is of course taken in L’(t?:; dg”) for the left Haar measure & 
of G.) 
From the estimate (14.19) we can deduce that for each q E C,“(G) 
II( dl&Ct-(“+“)‘2 llfll1; t > O;fE CT;@,), (14.20) 
where C is independent of f and t (but does of course depend on 
cp E C,?(G)). 
Indeed we have in general 
Ilow * CPII, G c IlRfll z ; t>o 
(C = ((cp(( , for the right Haar measure!) and also 
IIW) * cPlIa G c, IW II, d c, llfll] ; r>o 
by the submarkovian nature of 1?,. The estimate (14.20) follows. We also 
have 
II(W) * (P/p Q c, M-II,; f~c,“(G); 1 dpd +cc, t>O (14.21) 
(the same proof as for (13.7)). 
If now we make the additional hypothesis that n + s > 2 we can deduce 
from the estimate (14.20) that 
If * CPII 2(n+s)/(n+s-2)6C~~2(f); fGm (14.22) 
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(aH is as in (14.4)). This is not trivial. The proof, however, is identical to 
the proof of the lemma of Section 13.1. Indeed if A” is the generator of 
j?* = eprd then (14.21) is equivalent to 
IW”2f) * CPII Z(n+s),(n+s-2) G c Ilfllz; fe C?(G). (14.23) 
To prove (14.23) we write 
t - 1’2(8lf) * p dt =fT(x) +7(x); f E C,“(G) 
and then with the help of (14.20) and (14.21) we proceed as in the proof of 
the lemma of Section 13.1. 
If we combine (14.22) with Property 7 we obtain: 
PROPOSITION. Let G, H, 6 = 6(G, H), R, be as in Section 3.3, let n 2 0, 
and let us assume that there exists C > 0 s.t. 
IIRfll m Q C t -“‘2 llfll 1; t>l, feC,“(G). 
Then for every s = 0, 1,2,... such that n+s>6, n+s>2 we have 
IlfII:(,+,),(,+,-2)~c~~(f)~ .fE wo. (14.24) 
The above 1) Jlp norms are taken with respect to left Haar measure. 
15. DENOUEMENT 
15.1. Proof of Theorem 1 of Section 5.2 
Assume first that G is unimodular and exponential. We then have 
r,(e, e- = O(t -p), t + 00 (VP ~0). To see this we just combine the 
proposition of Section 13.4 together with the linking Lemma 1 and the 
main theorem in [13]. 
Let now G be a connected Lie group and let a 3 0. I shall show that 
y(t) x ta =s G E Sob,( co). (15.1) 
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From (15.1) with the help of Properties 6 and 7 of Section 14.2 we 
deduce that if G is such that y(t) x t“ then the “modified” Dirichlet form 
b, (cf. Section 14.1 for the definition) on G, satisfies (14.9) of Property 7 
of Section 14.2 for some s B 1 large enough. By the main theorem of [ 131 it 
follows therefore that the corresponding modified semigroup ii, (cf. Section 
14.4 for the definition) satisfies 
IlR,fll, < Ct-(a+s)‘2 llfll1 (.fE GG)) (15.2) 
(1) lip is taken with respect to the left invariant measure). 
On the other hand, we have R, = R, x K, and k,(x, y) the kernel of K, on 
L’(Z”) satisfies 
C t -‘I2 > k,(e, e) > C t ~ ‘!‘; t>l (15.3) 
(for some C > 0). This last point is of course elementary: Indeed by the 
local central limit theorem (automatic by Fourier transform) we have 
where p is as in (14.11) and C, C, >O. Equation (15.3) then follows from 
the definition of K, (cf. (14.10)). 
If we combine the above remarks with (15.2) we deduce that 
lI~,fll,~~~-“‘211f/l,; f~C;(G),t>,l 
or equivalently that 
r,(e, e) = U( t - “*); t> 1, 
which is the condition (ii) of Theorem 1 of Section 5.2. 
It remains to prove (15.1). This will be done in Section 15.5. 
The proof of Theorem 1 of Section 5.2 the other way around is much 
easier. 
Indeed assume that r,(e, e) = U(t --a’2) for some a 3 0. This means that 
the hypothesis of the proposition in Section 14.4 is verified for n = a. The 
conclusion is therefore that (14.24) holds for n = a and s large enough. 
From this I shall deduce during the proof of Theorem 3 of Section 6, which 
will be given in the next section, that yC,(t) (= the volume growth of the 
group G,%) satisfies 
ye,(t)>, c tQ+.v t>, 1) 
for some C > 0. The required result YG( t) >, Ct” follows at once. 
(15.4) 
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15.2 Proof of the Global Sobolev Theorems 
Proof of Theorem 2 of Section 6. It is enough to use Section 11.3, 
Lemma 2 of Section 11.4, and the Linking Lemma 2 of Section 12.3. (The 
use of local Sobolev theorem is of course implicit here.) 
We could have proceeded slightly differently: combine the weak local 
Sobolev estimate of Section 11.2 with Section 11.3 and use the linking 
technique of the remark of Section 12.3 to obtain a global weak Sobolev 
theorem, then we can use Lemma 1 of Section 11.4 to obtain our strong 
type result. This second method avoids the use of the second, more 
difficult, part of Lemma 1 of Section 11.4 (i.e., the part (11.21)‘* (11.22)‘). 
Proof of Theorem 4 of Section 6. Observe that G being exponential and 
unimodular we have 6(G, H) > 2. At any rate if we combine Theorem 2 of 
Section 6, Theorem 1 of Section 5.2, and Section 11.3 and the Linking 
Lemma 2 of Section 12.3 we see that (Sob,) holds as soon as n 2&G, H). 
The implicatipon the other way around is contained in Theorem 3 of 
Section 6. We shall prove this presently. 
Proof of Theorem 5 of Section 6. Observe that, except for trivial cases, 
we have 6(G, H) > 2. Assume that r(t) x ta a > 0). Because of (15.1) it then 
follows that GE Sob,(co). By Property 3 of Section 14.2 this implies that 
(14.7) holds for any 1 <m <a. But then by the Linking Lemma 1 of Sec- 
tion 12.3 it follows that (Sob), holds for G as soon as m>2, 6 <m <a. 
(The use of the local Sobolev theorem is implicit here.) The proof the other 
way around is once more contained in Theorem 3 of Section 6. 
15.3. Proof of Theorem 3 of Section 6 
We shall test the condition (Sob,) on the function 
S,k)=(t-&g))+ (x+ =svk 0)). 
We clearly obtain, with the notations of Section 5.1, 
Q( t/2)‘” - lYn i c y(t); t>o. (15.5) 
Let t --, 0 in (15.5) and use the volume estimate (2.9). This gives (i). To 
prove (ii) we may as well assume that G is polynomial and that y(t) w t”. 
Let then t + cc in (15.5). This gives (ii). 
Assume now that a > 2, a 2 6(G, H), and rl(e, e) = O(t -“‘2) (t + 00). Let 
us substitute n = a, s=O, f =f, in (14.24) and let t + cc and we obtain 
(15.4). 
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Suppose that a does not satisfy the above conditions and that we then 
have to take s # 0 in (15.4). We shall introduce a distance z(,, .) on 6, 
defined by 
&x3 n), (Y, m)) = 4% Y) + 44 m); x,yEG,n,mEZ’, 
where d(n, m) is the Euclidean distance on Z”. 
If we define then 
.Tdt) = CJte, 8) - t)+ ; ga 
and proceed as before we obtain (15.4). 
15.4. Proof of Theorem 2 of Section 5 
First of all observe that it is enough to prove this theorem with the 
additional assumption that 6(G, H) > 2. 
Indeed in the general case we shall consider the new group G, = U3 x G 
(U = R(mod 27~)). Let (l) R, be a semigroup that we obtain on the 
corresponding L*(Gi) space by taking the product T, x R, = RI’), where T, 
is the standard Euclidean heat diffusion semigroup on T3. 
The heat diffusion kernel ri’)(., .) of RI’) is the product of rr(., .) 
with pi3’(., . ) ( = the standard Euclidean heat diffusion kernel on U3) 
and it follows that r’,‘)(e, e)= O(f--“‘2) (t-’ 0~). It is also clear that 
6(G,, X”‘) = 6 + 3 (by X”’ we denote the appropriate Gelds on G,). On the 
other hand, as soon as we have the estimate (5.3) for the group G, then we 
automatically have it for the group G. To see this we use once more the 
product structure of the diffusion kernel rj’)(., ,) = rt(., .).pi3)(., .). 
The next reduction is to ensure, somehow, that 2 < 6 6 a. What we shall 
do is to consider the modified group G s = G x Z” of Section 14 for some 
large s and the corresponding modified semigroup i?, constructed in the 
course of the proof of Property 7 in Section 14.2 (cf. also Section 14.4). The 
kernel of that semigroup is the product ?,(., .) = r,(., .) k,(., .) and k, satisfies 
(15.3). 
The conclusion is that 
r,(e, e) = O(t -(lr+s)/2); t-+ 3c. 
The theorem then follows from the following: 
LEMMA. Let G, G,, F, be as above and let us assume that a + s z 
6(G, H) > 2. Then there exists a constant C, such that 
I > 0, x, y E G c &. (15.6) 
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If we then let s in (15.6) be the first integer S> 0 for which 
a+~2 maxC6,31 and use (15.3) we deduce the estimate (5.3). 
Proof of the Lemma. The hypothesis and the product structure 
pl(*, .) = rI(., .) k,(., .) together with the obvious fact that k,(e, e) = O(1) (as 
t + 0) imply that 
F,(e, e)= O(t-(a+S)i2); t>o 
and therefore (cf. [13]) that 
Ilf II 2(0+s)/(n+s-2)~cCB~2(f); .fE cr (C)T (15.7) 
where b, is as in (14.4). 
To deduce the estimate (15.6) from (15.7) I shall use the perturbation 
technique of [28] (that technique was improved in [15] to obtain optimal 
constants). 
We shall consider A” the generator of 8, = e - *’ and we shall perturb A” to 
obtain a new operator B = eAa 2 e-lV (A E IF!), ~0 EP(G) on L2(2’;&) (dg 
is left Haar measure). The function cp E Cm(e) is not assumed to have com- 
pact support on G but is constant on the Z” fibers (G = G, = G x Z”). More 
precisely we shall consider I,$ E C,“(G) s.t. IV,t+bl < 1 and we shall let 
cp = t,b 0 II (i.e., cp(x, n) = $(x), XE G, n E P). 
For this operator B the fundamental estimates (1) and (4) of 1151 still 
hold, i.e., 
IlO - Qf II2 G 4% fP2 + c2 If II2 
Ret&f) 2 - A2 llfll: 
Re(& f,) 3 C2 Re(-% f,) - 101o~lo A2 Ilfll~ ; 2<p< +oo 
for every f E C$ (G). The 1) llP norms and the scalar product (., .) are taken 
with respect o the left measure dg on G. C2 does not depend on II/ (but cl 
and c2 do depend on $!). 
From this and the condition (15.7) we can conclude just as in (10) of 
[15] that 
7,(x, y) < Ct(“+S)12(1 + A2 t)(0+S)/2+1 exp[A2t + Q(x)--lrp(y)]; 
t>O,AElR,X,yEG, (15.8) 
where C only depends on c and H, The exponent of (1 + A?) is 
(a + s)/2 + 1, rather that (a + s)/2, because of the same computational error 
of [15] that I have pointed out in Section 10. 
We now want to substitute 
$(x1 =4x, x0); XEG (15.9) 
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for some fixed X~E G. This of course we cannot quite do because 
d(., x0)$ C?(G). We must therefore (just as in [28, 15)) first perform an 
appropriate regularisation on the function I/J(.) = d(., x,,) and then sub- 
stitute in the above cp = tj @ Q. 
The estimate (15.6) then follows from (15.8) by optimising the value of 
the constant 1= -d(x, y)/2t (for fixed x, y E G). More precisely we first fix 
the x, y E G for which we want to prove the estimate (15.6), construct the 
appropriate regularisation of $ in (15.9), and then choose i, as above in 
(15.8). The proof is complete. 
15.5. The Proof of (15.1) 
Let G be simply connected and nilpotent, then (15.1) holds (cf. [ 21, 
18, 251). 
Let R be a soluble connected R-group as in (&F3) of Appendix 1.4, and let 
L be as in (&). Then the exact sequence (8’) and Property 5 of Section 14.2 
together with Appendix I.5 reduce the problem to L. The exact sequence 
(&) of Appendix I.4 and the same argument reduce the problem to L/C. 
But L/C is simply connected (soluble and of type R). 
The validity of (15.1) for a soluble simply connected R-group, however, 
follows from the exact sequences (G;) of Appendix 1.4 together with 
Appendix I.5 and Properties 5 and 8 of Section 14.2. 
It follows therefore that (15.1) holds for any soluble connected R-group. 
The validity of (15.1) for a general connected R-group finally follows 
from (8,) of Appendix 1.3 and Property 5 of Section 14.2. 
15.6. Proof of the Global Lower Estimate (5.4) qf Section 5.2 
Assume that G is as in (5.4) and that y(t)% P, a=O, 1, . . . . 
Then from the upper estimate (5.3) and the same argument as in Section 
10 we deduce that r,(e, e)) 2 Cteui2 and therefore also r,(e, e) x tprr’*. The 
equivalence (5.4) follows. 
The proof of the lower estimate (5.6) for nilpotent groups follows the 
same lines as in Section 10 except that we have to use a “global parabolic 
Harnack estimate” on G. Such an estimate and its proof follow the ideas of 
Section 5 [21]. The motivated reader can, I am sure, reproduce it for 
himself. At any rate the details have appeared in [25 J and 1 shall not give 
them here again because they are, among other things, totally alien to the 
spirit of the present paper. 
APPENDIX I 
I. 1. R-groups 
DEFINITION [18, 19, 351. Let G be a connected real lie group and let Y 
be the Lie algebra of G. We say that G is an R-group if all the eigenvalues 
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of Ad( g): B + dp are unimodular ge G (or equivalently if all the eigen- 
values of ad(x): 9 + 9’ are pure imaginary x E 9). 
R-groups are unimodular. Subgroups and quotients of R-groups are R- 
groups (this fact for quotients will not be needed and is not totally obvious, 
cf. [18, Proposition 11.11). It is clear by the definition that a semisimple 
group is an R-group if and only if it is compact. 
1.2. Disintegration of the Haar Measure 
Let 0 + H + H + G/H + 0 be an exact sequence of Lie groups, i.e., H is 
a closed normal subgroup. We say that the sequence is admissible if H, G, 
G/H are unimodular and if each inner automorphism rg: x + g- ‘xg 
(x E H) preserves the Haar measure of H (g E G). This is certainly the case 
when H G, GfH are R-groups. For such a sequence we can clearly 
disintegrate the Haar measure dg of G into 
where dh is the Haar measure of H and dg is the Haar measure of G/H 
(i =gH). 
1.3. The Levi-Malchev Theorem [26, 34) 
Let G be a connected R-group. Then its Radical RqG is connected and 
closed and we have an admissible exact sequence 
O+R-+G+K+O, (4) 
where K = G/R is compact. 
Indeed the Levi-Malchev theorem tells us that G/R is semisimple and 
the fact that it is compact follows from the R-condition (observe that some 
finite covering of K can be embedded in G). 
1.4. The Semisimple Splitting 
Let R be a simply connected soluble real group. Then we can find T 
( z U” x rWk) an abelian connected Lie group that acts on R and we can 
form the semidirect product (cf. [26, 35, 181) G = T.R. The above can be 
done in such a way that the following properties hold: 
(i) There exists NC G a simply connected, normal, nilpotent closed 
subgroup such that 
Nn T= {Z}; T.N = G. 
(ii) If G is an R-group then the induced representation of T in 
GL(J&), where Yk is the Lie algebra of R, is bounded (cf. just before 
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Property 8 of Section 14.2 for the definition of that induced represen- 
tation). 
This result can be found in [35]. It was used in a crucial way in 
[18, 361. The proof given in [35] is, however, unsatisfactory; indeed the 
authors use an inapplicable (since the field is not algebraically closed) 
theorem of Borel. Y. Guivarc’h pointed out to me (personal com- 
munication) that the Bore1 theorem, in their proof, can be replaced by 
Proposition 21 [34, Chap. V, Sect. 3, no 51. Indeed Chevalley’s approach 
holds for any field of characteristic 0 (cf. also [37]). He also pointed out to 
me that the same proof will also give: 
(iii) If G is an R-group we can then choose Tr Tk to be compact. 
For the convenience of the reader, Z shall give in Section I.6 below an 
outline of the proof of the above facts. 
From the above properties (i) and (ii) we obtain in particular (with the 
same notations as in (i) and (ii)) the following two admissible (in the sense 
of Section 14.2) exact sequences: 
O+N+G-+T-+O. 
Let now R be a connected soluble group of type R. Let NaR be its nil- 
radical; this N is a connected closed normal subgroup (cf. [26]) and has 
nothing to do with the N of ($). Let z: R --, R/N = Uk x UP be the 
canonical projection and let L = rr - ‘( 88”) c R. We have then 
O--+L-+R-+Uk-rO (43) 
O+N-+L+IW”+O 
O-+NJC-+LJC-+U!“+O, (U 
where here C is the (compact) maximal torus of N (and therefore fully 
invariant in N and thus normal in R). N/C is then simply connected and 
therefore (by (8’) so is L/C) we also have 
O+C+L+LJC+O. (44) 
Remark. The existence of Cc N the compact maximal torus is a 
consequence of the fact that the center of N is connected (cf. [26, 343). 
1.5. The Growth Function 
Let G be a connected Lie group and let Cc G be a compact normal 
subgroup, then the growth functions of G and G/C are equivalent, i.e., 
Ye(t) = YG,C(f) (t > 1). 
580’76;2-I2 
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Let G be a connected Lie group and let L<IG be a closed normal 
subgroup such that G/L is compact. Then the growth functions of G and L 
are equivalent, i.e., Y&f) x yL(t) (t 2 1). 
For a proof of the above easy facts cf. [18]. 
1.6. Outline of the Proof of the Semisimple Splitting 
We proceed as in [35] and define R# as the intersection of all real 
algebraic subgroups of GL(2’) that contain Ad(R) (i.e., the algebraic 
closure of Ad(R)), where 2? is the Lie algebra of R over DB. R” is then 
soluble and irreducible (“irreductible” in the sense of Chevalley [34]); this 
is because Ad(R) is a topologically connected subgroup of GL(2). The 
already mentioned theorem of [34] therefore applies (this is what replaces 
Borel’s theorem in [35]). We have then R# = AU (A n U = {I)), where U 
is normal and closed and is the subgroup of unipotent elements of GL(9) 
in R” and A is abelian closed and consists entirely of semisimple 
endomorphisms of 8. From here onwards we use the same argument as in 
[35]. We compose 
R+Ad(R)-+R#-+A. 
The image of R in A by the above composed mapping we shall call T, 
(to conform with the notations of [35]). T, can clearly be identified to a 
subgroup of R” c GL(B). 
Since R is simply connected we see that the groups R’ 3 T, can be iden- 
tified to T, E RX c Aut(R), the automorphism group of R. The fact that 
every 0~ T, is a semisimple element of GL(9) and that (by the R-con- 
dition) all the (complex) eigenvalues of 8 are unimodular imply (together 
with the fact that T, is abelian and therefore simultaneously diagonalisable 
over C) that T, is a bounded subgroup of GL(.Y). Let T= TS c GL(9) be 
then the (topological) closure of T, in GL(Y). T is then abelian compact 
and connected T ( r Tk). Just as before T can be identified to a subgroup 
Ts Aut(R). We can therefore form G = T.R the semidirect product. 
The above proof follows [35 J (except for the theorem of Borel). In 
constructing Nc G I shall follow a suggestion of Y. Guivarc’h (personal 
communication): 
For every x E R let X be the image of x in T, by the composed mapping. 
Let 
N= {(Z)-'JEG; XER}CG, 
which is a priori just a closed subset of G (for the product topology TX R). 
It is clear that T.N = G and that Tn N= {Z}. Topologically of course N is 
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homeomcrphic to R so N is simply connected. What is less clear and has to 
be verified is: 
(a) N is a normal subgroup, 
(b) N is a nilpotent group. 
The proof of (a) is not obvious: indeed X, = X2 if and only if Ad(x, XT ’ ) 
is unipotent (I use the fact that R x is soluble at this point). On the other 
hand, for every 8 E Ad(R) c R# c Aut(R) and x E R, Ad(B(x)) Ad(x- ‘) is 
unipotent (since 0(x) = 0x6) -I). The set of automorphisms @ = 
(cp E Aut(R)} for which Ad(cp(x)) Ad(x- ‘) is unipotent (x E R) is a group 
(:Ad(cp, 0 e(x)) Wx - ‘) = Adtcp, o 4x)) Adtcp,(x- ‘N AdtcpAx)) 
Ad(x-I)). We can identify therefore @ to a subgroup @c GL(2’). Clearly 
@ is a real algebraic subgroup so R# c @. The conclusion is that 19#(x) = X 
for all 8# E R#, and in particular that X(y) =j~ T, (x, y E R). From this 
(a) follows at once. 
To prove (b) it is enough to show that for every n E N, Ad.(n) (which is 
a linear transformation of V= the Lie algebra of G; Vr I@ semidirect 
product with 9) is a unipotent transformation. (Indeed then ad(<) is 
nilpotent ‘44 E Lie algebra of N.) 
By the semidirect product splitting of V, 2’ the Lie algebra of R is an 
invariant subspace of Ad r,( g) (g E G) and we have 
g = a.r, Ad.(g)=Ad.(a-l)Ad,,(l.r); aET,, rER 
Ad.(l.r)[Z] = Ad,(r)[Z]; Ad.(a.l)[/] = a(/); (I.1 1 
ZEYC V, aET,cGL(Y). 
To see the second relation of (1.1) observe that the action of T, on R (that 
we use to define the semidirect product) coincides with the inner 
automorphisms in G (i.e., (l.a(r))= (a.l)-‘(l.r)(a.l) in G). 
We conclude therefore from the above that Ad,,(n)1 2 is unipotent for 
everynoftheformn=((x))‘,x)EN(xER). 
APPENDIX II 
II. 1. Definition and Notations 
Let 51 be a C” manifold, let X be a C” vector field, and let x E Q. The 
initial value problem 
f: [--E,E]+l2; f(O)=x, df $ =X 
0 
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has then a unique solution (for E>O small enough) I shall denote by 
f(t) =fx(t) = Exp,(t X). It is clear that&(t) =f&) for s, r small enough. 
I shall also use the notation 
Exp(X): Y + Exp,(X), 
which is then a C” map delined on a small Nhd of x. The meaning of 
E=Exp(X,)oExp(X,)o .a. ~Exp(X,)=~Exp@‘J 
is then clear: it is the composed mapping. 
I shall collect without proofs in this Appendix some of the basic proper- 
ties of the exponential mapping. The proofs are easy and well known, and 
at any rate complete proofs can be found in [ 11, 243. 
11.2. The Exponential Coordinates and the Taylor Series 
Let us fix 0 E D then, with fixed fields Xi (1 <j < k), we can define 
Exp,: x = (xi , . . . . x,J + Exp,(x,X, + . . . + x,J,J. (11.1) 
This maps some Nhd of 0 in Rk into a Nhd of 0 in a. When the Xj(0) are a 
basis of T,(a) the above mapping is a local diffeomorphism and gives 
coordinates on sZO (= some Nhd of 0 in Sz). These are the so-called 
exponential coordinates attached to the fields (Xi; 1 <j < k). 
Let now fe P(0). (I use here the notations of Section 7.) One then 
often uses the notation (cf. [24]) etx S(x)=f(Exp,(tX))= cpx(t). The 
Taylor series in t of q*(t) is clearly CnaO Pf(x) f/n!. From this we 
obtain (automatically!) the multiple Taylor series in (xi, . . . . xk) of 
e(xlxl+ ... +~~"'f(0) =~(ExP,(x, Xi + ... +xkXk)) 
3; (x,X1 + . . . + x,Xk)nf(0). . . 
Here XI, . . . . X, are arbitrary fixed fields on 0,. 
11.3. The Campbell-Hausdorff Formula and the Hiirmander Lemma 
Let Q be the free associative algebra with unity generated by the two 
(non-commuting!) indeterminates x, y E Q. Let Q[ [ t, s] ] = Q be the 
algebra of formal power series (in t, s) over Q. There exists then a unique 
element 
z = Z(sx, ty) = sx + . . . E &, 
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where the ... indicates an (infinite) sum of commutators 
cz1cz*c .+. z,]..-]] with zi=sx or tv (and [a,b]=ab-ba~Q, a,h~Q) 
and where Z satisfies in & the relation 
e sx - ty e” = ez(sx. fY) 
(cf. [29]). I shall denote by Z,Jsx, ty) the partial sum of the terms of Z 
that have total degree (in t, s) d k. 
By repeated application of that formula Hormander proves the 
following: 
LEMMA (Hormander [24]). Let x, ,..., xk be non-commuting indeter- 
minates and let Qk = Qk[ [tl, . . . . tk]] be the algebra of formal power series 
over Qk ( = the free associative algebra generated by x, , . . . . xk). Let further 
t= t1 . . . t, and x= [x,, [x2, [ . . . . xk] . ..]I. Then there exists a choice 
i,, i,...i,G Cl,..., k] s.t. 
eIx = jel exp( + ti,xi,) n e”’ ez. 
I 
(11.2) 
In JJ,, I runs through a finite set and, for each I, x1 is a commutator of the 
form cICtj,xj19 Ctjzxi,, C-9 tjexj,l -11 with u > k and C[E IR. Finally, Z in 
(11.2) is (an infinite) series (i.e., an element of 0,) formed with a commutator 
of the same form as above and length a >, A. In the above “game” A is an 
arbitrarily large, preassigned integer. 
11.4. Asymptotic Formulas 
From Section II.3 we deduce at once the following two asymptotic 
estimates: 
CAMPBELL-HAUSDORFF (X, Y are fixed Cm fields on Sz). Let dist. be 
some fixed smooth distance on Q (induced, say, by the Euclidean distance 
over some fixed set of local coordinates in 00, some Nhd of 0 in 52). Let 
CD&, t) = dist.(Exp(sX- t Y). Exp(tY)(x), Exp,(Z,(sX, t Y))). 
Then @,Js, t) = 0( Is( k+ ’ + ( tlk Isl) unzformly in x E K (= some compact 
Nhd of 0). The proof is of course easy (e.g., cf. [ 111). 
H~RMANDER (X,,j= 1, . . . . k) are fixed C” fields on Q). Let 
X = [X, , [X,, [ . . . . Xk]...]] and let A > 0. There exists a choice 
. . zl, t2, . . . . i, E [ 1, . . . . k] such that 
ht. (Exp,(tkX)), fi Exp( + ti, X,)(x) = 0( 1 t( “); t -+ 0 (11.3) 
j=l 
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and the estimate is uniform with respect to x E K (= some compact Ndh 
of 0). 
One proves this for each fixed A = 1,2, . . . by induction for 
k = A, A - 1, . . . . Indeed for k = A, (11.3) is obvious. To prove the inductive 
step we use the appropriate asymptotic interpretation of the formula (11.2) 
(cf. 124, formula (4.13), p. 1631). 
IL5 The Differential of the Exponential Mapping 
Let 0 E R be fixed then the mapping (II.1 ) has a differential so it makes 
sense to write 
d Exp, 
( ) 
&, (x) = Ui(x) E T,,,,,,,(Q); j= 1, . . . . k, x E some Nhd of 0 in UP. 
J 
I shall adopt the usual notation ad X: Y + [X, Y] (A’, Y two smooth 
fields on 52). We have then 
Uj(x) - .to G (adh Xl + .YxkXk))nXj; j = 1, 2, . . . . k. (11.4) 
This is an asymptotic formula. Here is how one has to understand it: 
For every fixed n, (ad(x, X, + . . . +x,X,))” Xj = Y, is a fixed field. We 
consider 
5 Yn(Ex~,(x)) = U;““‘(x) E T,,,,,,,(W. 
j= 1 
The formula (11.4) simply means that 
ljuj(x)- U@yx)(I = O((Xy+‘); 
J 
M= 1, 2, . . . . 
Here I( 11 denotes the Euclidean norm on T,,,,,,(B) induced by some fixed 
set of C”-coordinates in some Nhd of 0. 
Furthermore, the above O-estimate can be made uniform with respect o 
0 E K (some compact subset of 52). 
The proof of the above is very easy: 
Let us denote ej= (0, . . . . 0, LO, . . . . 0) E IW’, with the 1 at the jth place, and 
let us adopt the notation x.X=x,X, + .‘. +x,X,. Let furtherfe P(Q). 
We then have 
Uj(x)f(ExPo(x)) =!i_mo f LY(Expo(x +Eej)) -f~E~P&))l 
&#O 
= f20 f [f(E~p(x.X+ EXj) EXp( -X.X) JJ) -f(r)]; 
E#O 
y = Exp,(x.X). 
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Having written the differential in the above form we now just use the 
asymptotic Campbell-Hausdorff formula of Section II.3 and the result 
follows. If YOU want to convince yourself that the formal algebraic 
calculations will indeed give formula (11.4) (and not something else), then 
proceed as follows: 
Apply the formula in the setting of Lie groups so that Exp, becomes the 
classical exponential mapping from the Lie algebra on the group. The 
formula (II& is then a classical and well-known formula (cf. [26, 271). 
This means that the formula is formally correct, i.e., the algebraic 
calculations do indeed give (11.4). 
The above argument is indirect but has the advantage that it reduces the 
proof of (11.4) to the Campbell-Hausdorff formula. 
An alternative, more direct way to prove the formula (11.4) is to repeat 
“verbatim” the proof in pp. 107-110 of [26]. The only change is that we 
replace everywhere convergent power series by formal Taylor series. No use 
is then made of the Campbell-Hausdorff formula. 
Yet another (possibly the most satisfactory) approach to (11.4) is to 
prove first a formula of the type (11.4) at the “level” of formal power series 
with the abstract “Exp” mapping of [29, Chap. X]. Our formula (11.4) 
becomes then a corollary of that “abstract” formula. 
11.6. A Topological “Local onto” Theorem 
Let F: RN + RN be continuous with F(0) = 0 and let us assume that 
Ix - F(x)\ = o( 1x1). Then there exists c > 0 such that 
F[x E RN; 1x1 < E] 2 [x E RN; 1x1 < C&l; O<&<C. 
Having been unable to find a reference of this (well-known) fact 1 outline 
here a proof: 
Let r 6 1 and assume that F avoids some x0 with lx,,/ Q 
10-‘“inf,,,=, IF(x Let SEC denote the generic point on C= the unit 
sphere of RN, and let us denote by 5 the “radial projection” from x0 onto 
the r-sphere rG. (Observe that if Y is small enough x0 is well inside r,~.) For 
each 0 < p 6 r we can consider then the composed mapping 
0 --f po + F(po) -+ SF(pa) -+ r - ‘&?(pc~). 
AS p varies from 0 to r we obtain thus a homotopy from the constant 
mapping to the mapping r -‘SF(W) that is close to, and therefore 
homotopic to, the identity. We have thus a contradiction! 
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